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Abstract
In this study, a new estimate for the Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT) and its er-
ror description is analysed in terms of its impact on the performance of ocean models.
This MDT estimate is primarily designed for the combination with ocean models. For
the ﬁrst time, a full error covariance matrix is available whose inverse can readily be
used as weighting matrix in the optimization.
Two diﬀerent steady-state inverse ocean models are analysed in terms of their re-
sponse to the new MDT data set. The 2D model FEMSECT is a section model which
is applied to the SR3 hydrographic section in the Southern Ocean in this study. The
3D model IFEOM is a ﬁnite element model for the North Atlantic. The output of
each of these ocean models in turn provides a combined satellite-ocean model MDT.
This combined MDT contains information from satellites, physical principles, hydro-
graphic atlas data and the prior knowledge that is assumed for the model setup.
This study investigates whether the inverse ocean models beneﬁt from the new
MDT data set and its error covariance. It is veriﬁed that the resulting combined MDT
is more realistic than both the pure model MDT and the pure observational MDT.
It is examined whether oceanographic features such as the ocean current structure,
the overturning circulation and heat transports are also improved by the assimilated
MDT data set. Special focus is given to the MDT error covariance estimate as it is
crucial in the optimization. Its impact on the result is studied in detail.
In the FEMSECT model optimization, three commonly known problems were
identiﬁed, two of which could be solved by the application of Kimura’s method for
estimating surface velocities from sea ice drift data. The issue of resolution of the satel-
lite geoid data could not be solved due to lack of small-scale data for the model region.
A series of solutions was computed with the IFEOM model. The assimilation of
the new combined MDT data improved the circulation estimate considerably. More
details of the ocean currents are revealed and increased velocities and temperature
gradients appear that had not been visible in previous model runs. The formal error
estimate for the new MDT data set is too small to be utilized by the IFEOM model to
its full extent of possible accuracy. Therefore it must be downweighted in the optimi-
zation process. Diﬀerent downweighting approaches for extracting the most suitable
amount of information from the data are proposed. It was found that the MDT error
covariances are of overall importance for smoothness and for the mean diagonal weight
in the optimization. It was shown that a decomposition of the covariance matrix and
subsequent reinterpretation of the geodetic normal equations and the cost function is
possible. The resulting optimized model solution is the best IFEOM solution in terms
of selected oceanographic features.
Most improvements regarding the IFEOM model output were observed by reﬁning
the omission error model and by increasing the model resolution. It is suggested to
further explore the MDT error covariance structure and to use more complex ocean
models to fully exploit the value of the new space-borne data.
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Introduction
The world ocean is an important part of the Earth’s climate system. For understan-
ding and predicting this system, understanding the large-scale ocean circulation is
essential (Olbers, 1988). Our current knowledge of the ocean circulation is based on
observations and on modelling eﬀorts.
On the one hand, in-situ observations are sparse, and even with dedicated eﬀorts
such as the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), the ocean is still severely
undersampled (Wunsch and Heimbach, 2009). Satellite observations provide additio-
nal valuable information. However, these observations are integrated over a more or
less widespread “footprint” of the satellites (see e.g. Robinson, 2010) and are limited
to the surface of the ocean (except when measuring gravity). In summary, the current
data coverage is not suﬃcient to provide comprehensive understanding of the complex
ocean dynamics.
On the other hand, numerical ocean models are also used towards understanding
the ocean circulation. Although these models are continuously improved, also with
the help of advances in computer technology, a number of physical processes are still
not resolved by them and need to be parametrized. The large amount of required
simplifying assumptions may render a numerical ocean model far from a reliable re-
presentation of the real ocean.
A potential way out of this dilemma is oﬀered by inverse methods, see e.g. Wunsch
(1996). These approaches try to combine numerical models and observations. There-
fore they account for the information of the raw data and still beneﬁt from the dynamic
consistency of the model. A compromise between data and model is sought, guided
by a priori information on data and model errors and, possibly, additional constraints.
Inverse models of the ocean strongly depend on observational data which are ge-
nerally sparse (Anderson et al., 1996 and Malanotte-Rizzoli and Tziperman, 1996).
However, in recent years, the amount of available satellite data has increased tremen-
dously (Malanotte-Rizzoli and Tziperman, 1996 and Rio, 2010) and together with it
the wish to combine these data sets with ocean models. For physical ocean modelling,
the Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT) is of particular interest (e.g. Vossepoel, 2007
and Farrell et al., 2012) as it is directly linked to the surface velocity in the ocean
(Pedlosky, 1987). Therefore using satellite MDT data oﬀers a great possibility for
ocean modelers wanting to improve the accuracy and reliability of their ocean models
by velocity information.
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However, obtaining MDT information from satellite data is not straightforward
(Rio, 2010 and Bingham et al., 2008). Two fundamentally diﬀerent observations are
needed: Altimetry data and geoid data. These are not only provided by diﬀerent sa-
tellites, but also carry signals on diﬀerent spatial scales and are usually represented
by diﬀerent basis functions. This circumstance causes several problems, among those
the ﬁltering that must be introduced in order to make the diﬀerent data sets con-
sistent with each other. By ﬁltering altimetry and geoid data, an unknown and to
some extent arbitrary amount of information is lost (Bingham et al., 2008, 2011 and
Knudsen et al., 2011).
In this study, a new estimate for the MDT and its error description (Becker et al.,
2012) is analysed in terms of its impact on the performance of ocean models. This
MDT estimate was developed and computed at the Institute of Geodesy and Geo-
information (IGG) at the University of Bonn and was made available to the AWI
within the framework of this project. The MDT estimate is primarily designed for
the combination with ocean models e.g. by least-squares minimization. For the ﬁrst
time, an error covariance is provided whose inverse can readily be used as weighting
matrix in the optimization.
The only other data set used in the optimization is the climatology of Gouret-
ski and Koltermann (2004). It provides temperature and salinity data for the North
Atlantic model region. The CNES-CLS09_v1.1 MDT (Rio et al., 2011) was used for
comparison and validation of the inverse ocean model runs.
Two diﬀerent steady-state inverse ocean models are analysed in terms of their re-
sponse to the new MDT data set. The 2D model FEMSECT (Losch et al., 2005) is a
section model which is applied in this study to the SR3 hydrographic section in the
Southern Ocean. The 3D model IFEOM (Sidorenko, 2004) is a ﬁnite element model
for the North Atlantic. The output of each of these ocean models in turn provides
a combined satellite-ocean model MDT. This MDT combines information from sa-
tellites, physical principles, hydrographic atlas data and the prior knowledge that is
assumed for the model setup.
This study investigates whether the inverse ocean models beneﬁt from the new
MDT data set and its error covariance information. The resulting combined MDT is
expected to be more realistic than both the pure ocean model MDT and the pure
observational MDT, an assumption that has to be veriﬁed. The oceanographic inte-
rest concentrates on circulation features such as the current structure, the Meridional
Overturning Circulation and meridional heat transports. It is studied whether these
features are also improved by the assimilated new MDT data set. The focus is on the
MDT error covariance estimate as it is crucial in the optimization. Its impact on the
results is analysed in detail.
The relevance of this study and some background about ocean modelling are provi-
ded in the ﬁrst chapter. The second chapter gives an introduction to MDT modelling
and introduces the new MDT data set. Afterwards, in chapters three and four, the
new MDT is combined with the ocean models FEMSECT and IFEOM, respectively.
A summary of the ﬁndings, conclusions and an outlook complete this study.
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How inappropriate to call this planet Earth
when it is quite clearly Ocean.
Arthur C. Clarke
Chapter 1
Ocean Circulation and Ocean
Modelling
This chapter intends to give an overview of the fundamentals of physical oceanogra-
phy that are relevant for this work. The circulation in the ocean regions of interest is
described and an introduction to inverse ocean models is provided.
1.1 Introduction: The global ocean
Climate change is taking place on our Earth and is going to aﬀect our lives and those
of our successors (Parry et al., 2007). Although this fact is well known and accepted
by now, some of the ongoing oceanic processes are still poorly understood (see e.g.
Wunsch, 2001; Stewart, 2008; Rahmstorf, 2003). This is due to the complexity of the
system Earth in which atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere all are
important but intrinsically diﬀerent subsystems. With 97%, the oceans represent the
overwhelming fraction of the hydrosphere and they cover 71% of the Earth’s surface
(Gleick, 1996; Stewart, 2008).
The oceans are responsible for a large part of the transport of heat from low to
high latitudes. Although the ocean circulation is much slower than the atmospheric
circulation, the amount of heat transported polewards by both systems is comparable
due to the very high heat capacity of water (Bryden and Imawaki, 2001). This has
a large impact on regional climates, the most remarkable example being Northern
Europe inﬂuenced by the Gulf Stream system. The latter is only one component of
the “Great Ocean Conveyor Belt” (Broecker, 1991), a metaphor sketching a much
simpliﬁed ocean circulation scheme, shown in ﬁgure 1.1. It shows the relatively warm
large-scale surface circulation in red and the relatively cold and deep circulation in
blue. In the Northern North Atlantic, surface water is transformed into deep water
(see also next section). The main connection between the Atlantic, Indic and Paciﬁc
Ocean is via the Southern Ocean circumpolar ﬂow (see also next section). It may take
up to 1600 years for a water parcel to travel the conveyor once (Primeau, 2005). This
sluggish movement leads to long response time scales of the ocean aﬀecting climate
change and also delaying mitigation policies (Irvine et al., 2012).
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Fig. 1.1: Great Ocean Conveyor Belt. Illustration by Jack Cook, Woods Hole Ocea-
nographic Institution.
The ocean by itself is damping climate change by the uptake of excess (anthro-
pogenic) CO2. A biological1 and a physical pump are transporting carbon into the
ocean interior and therefore acting as a buﬀer for greenhouse gas emissions. The main
regions where this takes place are the North Atlantic (see e.g. Sabine et al., 2004)
and the Southern Ocean (Caldeira and Duﬀy, 2000). Whereas the largest CO2 ﬂuxes
into the ocean occur in the Southern Ocean region, the CO2 is not stored there but
transported northwards along isopycnals. In the North Atlantic, however, the anthro-
pogenic CO2 is convected deeply through the water column such that the highest
column inventories are found here (Caldeira and Duﬀy, 2000).
These are only some of the climate related reasons why the oceans are important
for humans. Other reasons are the food we get from the ocean and the use of the
ocean in terms of transportation, use of the coastal regions, geological exploitation
of the seabed and use for recreation. For these reasons, we take the eﬀort and try to
contribute to the understanding of the ocean circulation. In the following sections,
the reader is introduced to the regions of interest for this study, the North Atlantic
Ocean and the Southern Ocean.
1For natural carbon only. The biological pump is assumed not to be affected by anthropogenic
CO2 (Caldeira and Duffy, 2000).
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The Pacific is an ocean ... the Atlantic is a
bloody bowling alley.
John Edmond
1.2 Regional aspects
Regional details are important for understanding the ocean circulation. For running
and evaluating inverse ocean models, a priori information about the circulation is also
helpful. Therefore this section provides an introduction to the regions of interest in
this work, the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean.
1.2.1 North Atlantic Ocean
Due to its location between Europe and North America, the North Atlantic is the
best explored of all oceans (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994). As illustrated in ﬁgure 1.2,
the low latitudes are dominated by the Subtropical Gyre with a broad and slow Eas-
tern return current and the prominent western intensiﬁcation, the Gulf Stream. This
narrow and deep-reaching current is meandering and shedding eddies permanently
(Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994). A large persistent feature was discovered by Mann
(1967). The Mann Eddy is located in the vicinity of 41◦N, 42◦W, a branching point
of the current system (not indicated on ﬁgure 1.2).
The Gulf Stream separates from the American coastline near Cape Hatteras and
eventually splits up into the North Atlantic Current and the Azores Current east of
50◦W (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994). The latter eventually closes the large Subtro-
pical Gyre, and the former represents the eastern part of the Subpolar Gyre. This
heart-shaped cyclonic circulation pattern near Greenland comprises also the East
Greenland Current, the West Greenland Current and a southward western boundary
current, the Labrador Current (Treguier et al., 2005).
The presence of the Labrador Current forces the North Atlantic Current to change
direction from northwards to further eastwards (Krauss et al., 1987). The extension
of the North Atlantic Current, named North Atlantic Drift Current, continues its way
northeastwards, and a fraction of water manages to cross the system of submarine
ridges between Iceland and Scotland. The resulting Norwegian Current is part of a
cyclonic circulation pattern in the Nordic Seas eventually forming the East Greenland
Current (Hansen and Østerhus, 2000).
The circulation scheme of the Great Ocean Conveyor Belt described above is in-
ﬂuenced by formation of very dense water masses (Wunsch, 2002). This happens only
in a few places in the world, two of which are in the Northern North Atlantic. It is
in the Labrador Sea and in the Nordic or GIN (Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian) Seas
where conditions promote the production of very cold and salty and therefore very
dense water. As these water masses sink down, they spread southwards into the North
Atlantic (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000), representing the two main contributors to
the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). An
enhanced surface ﬂow eventually closes the scheme of the so-called (Atlantic) Meri-
dional Overturning Circulation, usually abbreviated as (A)MOC, see ﬁgure 1.3.
In chapter 4, the ocean model IFEOM will be applied to the North Atlantic to
investigate its circulation patterns and Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC).
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Fig. 1.2: Schematic of the North Atlantic circulation. Detail of an illustration by Rick
Lumpkin, NOAA/AOML2.
Fig. 1.3: Schematic of Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), after
Kuhlbrodt et al. (2007) and Natural Environment Research Council (2007, http://
www.noc.soton.ac.uk/rapid/rw/images/diagrams/moc_revised_strong.jpg),
NADW: North Atlantic Deep Water, AABW: AntArctic Bottom Water
2The illustration was published on http://www.bio.gc.ca/science/research-recherche/ocean/
variability-variabilite/labrador/images/AMOC-shematic.jpg by the Government of Canada.
This reproduction has not been produced in affiliation with, or with the endorsement of the Go-
vernment of Canada.
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1.2.2 Southern Ocean
In the southern hemisphere, deep water formation happens in various locations around
the Antarctic continent (Rintoul et al., 2001). The resulting Antarctic Bottom Water
(AABW) is very cold and relatively fresh compared to the Nord Atlantic Deep Water.
Diﬀerent varieties of AABW exist, all of which contribute to the densest waters in the
main basins of the global ocean (Johnson, 2008). The so formed water masses play
an important role in the global ocean circulation (Rintoul et al., 2001).
The southern parts of the “oﬃcial”3 oceans, the Atlantic, the Indian and the Pa-
ciﬁc ocean, are usually summarized by the expression “Southern Ocean”. This region
of the world ocean is unique in many aspects (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994). The
circulation can continue all around the globe as indicated in ﬁgures 1.1 and 1.4. This
circumpolar ﬂow is called Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and is an important
feature of the ocean’s circulation (Stewart, 2008).
The Antarctic Circumpolar Current is driven by strong westerly winds (in tight
combination with buoyancy forcing). The winds reach their maximum speed near 50◦S
and constantly transfer momentum to the ACC. This is balanced by form drag at the
bottom topography, in particular at Drake passage (Munk and Palmen, 1951; Olbers,
1998). However, also in other areas, bottom topography strongly inﬂuences the ﬂow
and its variability (Nowlin Jr. and Klinck, 1986).
The ACC mixes water from the Atlantic, Paciﬁc and Indian Ocean and redistri-
butes it back to each ocean (see ﬁgure 1.4). Three fronts are continuous around An-
tarctica: the Subantarctic Front, the Polar Front and the Southern ACC Front (Orsi
et al., 1995). On their way around Antarctica, three “chokepoints” have to be passed
(see also ﬁgure 1.1): Drake Passage, the section between the Cape of Good Hope and
Antarctica, also referred to as “Greenwich meridian” section, and the North-South
section between Tasmania and Antarctica. As these chokepoints represent natural
ﬁxed boundaries for the ACC, transports of volume, heat and biogeochemical tracers
across these three sections can be estimated without the subjective determination of
a northern end point of an arbitrary longitudinal section.
The transports within the ACC are large, because the currents are wide and ex-
tend to the bottom, with typical current speeds of 10 cm s−1 to 50 cm s−1 (Stewart,
2008). For example Whitworth and Petersen (1985) estimated the average volume
transport through Drake passage to be 125±11 Sv (106m3 s−1), with variations from
95 Sv to 158 Sv. For comparison, the total transport of all rivers on Earth amounts to
approximately 1 Sv.
In applying the section model FEMSECT, chapter 3 of this study focuses on the
North-South section at approximately 140◦E (see ﬁgure 1.5). In the following, this
section will be referred to as the “SR3 section” which is the standard abbreviation
for the third “Southern Repeat” section . The SR3 section was occupied with hy-
drographic measurements repeatedly as part of the measurement programme of the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) (Gouretski and Koltermann, 2004).
Transports at the SR3 section are generally larger than at Drake passage due to the
inclusion of additional Indonesian throughﬂow water (e.g. Georgi and Toole, 1982).
3meaning named by the International Hydrographic Bureau
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Typical values will be given later in chapter 3.2.4.
Fig. 1.4: Schematic map of major currents in the Southern Ocean. “F.” stands for
Front, “C.” for Current and “G.” for Gyre. The Southern ACC Front is not indicated
on this sketch. From http://www.science-in-salamanca.tas.csiro.au/themes/
climate.htm
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Numerical models can be regarded as a
summary of our imperfect knowledge of the
ocean circulation ...
Carl Wunsch and Detlev Stammer
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Fig. 1.5: Geometry of SR3 section between Tasmania (south of Australia) and Antarc-
tica. “PF” denotes the Polar Front, “SAF” the Subantarctic Front, “EAC” the East
Australian Current and “COUN” the westward countercurrent south of Tasmania,
also called Tasman outﬂow. From Losch and Schröter (2004).
1.3 Ocean modelling
In order to better understand the ocean circulation, numerical models of the ocean’s
physics are constructed. An large variety of diﬀerent models exists, starting from very
simple “toy” models to highly complex coupled Earth system models.
1.3.1 Steady-state models
Many modelling attempts aim at temporal variability studies because variability is
easier to assess than mean values (e.g. in terms of sea surface height, ocean bottom
pressure or current speeds). In this study, the focus is on the diﬀerence of the sea-
surface height data to a particular reference surface (see chapter 2). The absolute
value of this diﬀerence is much harder to assess than its temporal variability. The va-
riability of the sea surface can be determined easily and leads in combination with a
time invariable reference surface directly to the variability of this diﬀerence. However,
for validating the results of these models and for beneﬁting most from them, a mean
state of the diﬀerence is required. This is not straightforward as the time invariable
reference surface is not well-known.
Providing such a mean state of the ocean is the aim of this work. The steady-state
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Thinking backwards
Most people, if you describe a train of events
to them will tell you what the result will be.
There are few people, however that if you told
them a result, would be able to evolve from
their own inner consciousness what the steps
were that led to that result. This power is
what I mean when I talk of reasoning
backward.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
models used here, FEMSECT (chapter 3) and IFEOM (chapter 4), describe a mean
state of the ocean over a ﬁxed time period. Therefore they do not include variability
and provide no development in time. Hence many processes cannot be represented,
but the models are much simpler and less expensive than their time-dependent coun-
terpart.
1.3.2 Inverse models
A physical model only contains information about the interaction between physical
processes which are included in the model equations, and the solutions are in gene-
ral determined from poorly known boundary conditions and forcing ﬁelds. However,
for many physical systems, additional information from measurements may also be
available and this information should be used to improve the solutions. On the other
hand, a set of measurements is normally sparse in space and time and does not resolve
all the physical scales of interest. Therefore, to ﬁnd a best possible estimate of the true
state of the physical system it is necessary to use all available information both from
model and measurement in an integrated system (Evensen, 1994). This integration
of measurement data into models is called “data assimilation” and the models that
are able to incorporate these data are called “inverse models”. A sketch of the general
problem is provided in ﬁgure 1.6.
Fig. 1.6: The conventional view of inverse problems: ﬁnd the model solution that
predicts the measurements (data).
For assimilation into an inverse model, all types of measurements or data are pos-
sible. Therefore the following section gives a short overview on inverse ocean models
in general. The focus of this work is on Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT) assimi-
lation. An overview on ocean models incorporating MDT data will be provided in
section 2.3 after the introduction of the MDT in chapter 2.
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1.3.2.1 Inverse ocean models
For a long time, all estimates of the large-scale ocean circulation rested ultimately on
the dynamic method and with a few exceptions were based upon a simple level-of-no-
motion assumption. The requirement of a level-of-no-motion meant that the resulting
schemes were essentially qualitative ones and that it is extremely diﬃcult to attach
quantitative error bounds to the results (Wunsch and Grant, 1982).
Wunsch (1977) suggested combining the thermal wind equations with additional
information (data as well as prior knowledge) in a least squares sense in order to
constrain the reference velocities. In this way, the classical oceanographic problem of
the “level of no motion” was treated as a geophysical inverse problem.
His approach became known as “Wunsch’s method” and was originally applied to
a region of the ocean close to the coast of Florida. Subsequently, various models were
formulated, based on similar principles but exploiting diﬀerent geometries and sets of
constraints. They can be classiﬁed into box models and section models (Sidorenko,
2004).
A general overview on the large diversity of inverse box models is given in Sidoren-
ko (2004). As an example, the work of Sloyan and Rintoul (2000), based on Wunsch
(1978), shall be mentioned here.
Models of single sections based on the thermal wind balance can be used to esti-
mate geostrophic transports through these sections. Among the ﬁrst approaches of
this kind were Nechaev and Yaremchuk (1995) and Losch et al. (2002a). The major
advantage of the section models is their simple structure and ease of use (Sidorenko,
2004). Section models are particularly useful when applied at interesting throughﬂow
regions of the ocean with well-deﬁned boundaries, e.g. Fram Strait (Losch et al., 2005)
or the choke points of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC, see section 1.2.2).
In this study, the section model FEMSECT (Losch et al., 2005) is applied to the SR3
section across the ACC (see sections 1.2.2 and 3).
Among the ﬁrst attempts to invert complex Ocean General Circulation Models
(OGCMs) were those realized by Tziperman and Thacker (1989); Tziperman et al.
(1992a,b). A list of other modelling experiments followed, on which a review is given in
Sidorenko (2004) and, from another viewpoint, in Malanotte-Rizzoli and Tziperman
(1996). The approaches go as far as estimating the four dimensional ocean ﬂow and
providing initial conditions for ocean circulation forecasting (within the framework of
the ECCO - Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean - project, Stammer
et al., 2002, 2003).
However diﬀerent the respective models and datasets are, one problem is pre-
sent in each of these approaches: The choice of the error covariance matrices, that is
the weighting coeﬃcients which determine the relative inﬂuence of the observations
within the optimization. This is also true for the inverse OGCM used in this study, the
IFEOM (Sidorenko (2004), see chapter 4). A novel strategy for tackling the weights
issue is provided in section 4.2.1.
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Chapter 2
Mean Dynamic Topography
Mean dynamic topography (MDT) is the diﬀerence between the sea surface height
and the geoid, as is outlined in ﬁgure 2.1. (In this text, the MDT will be marked by
the Greek letter η.) The geoid is an equipotential surface of the Earth’s gravity ﬁeld,
and thus the MDT is not directly accessible by measurements. However, it is linked
to the ocean circulation via the geostrophic principle (equation 3.5 in the following
chapter) and is therefore a valuable source of information for oceanography.
The following chapter gives an introduction to the fundamentals of mean dynamic
topography modelling. An overview on existing satellite MDT estimates is provided
and the complete MDT models are introduced.
Fig. 2.1: Mean dynamic topography (MDT) η, illustration after Stewart (2008).
2.1 From outer space to frequency space
The large-scale gravity information required for this study is obtained from satellite
observations. It is a long way however from the pure satellite data to the equipoten-
tial surface we are interested in. Therefore, after a short introduction to the gravity
measuring satellites, an overview is given on geoid modelling and the problems arising.
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2.1.1 The satellites
Altimetric information is obtained from satellites such as TOPEX/Poseidon and Ja-
son-1, the latter launched in 2001 (ﬁgure 2.2). These satellites carry a radar altimeter
measuring transit time, so the sea surface height can be retrieved if the orbit is known
precisely (Peng and Wu, 2009) and appropriate corrections are made (Wunsch and
Stammer, 1998).
Fig. 2.2: Jason-1 altimetric satellite, pic-
ture courtesy of NASA.
Fig. 2.3: GRACE tandem satellites,
picture courtesy of NASA Earth ob-
servatory.
Fig. 2.4: GOCE satellite, picture cour-
tesy of European Space Agency.
Gravity ﬁeld data can be gained from tandem satellites, a method called Satellite
to Satellite Tracking (SST). The only mission of this kind so far is named “GRACE” -
Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment, launched in 2002 (ﬁgure 2.3). Two satelli-
tes follow each other on the same orbit and are accelerated or decelerated by changes
in the gravity ﬁeld. Thus their distance between each other is modiﬁed slightly, and
this change is measured “with an accuracy of some microns − about one-tenth the
width of a human hair − over a distance of 220 km!” (GeoForschungsZentrum, 2006).
Another very recent and still ongoing gravity ﬁeld mission is the “GOCE” - Gra-
vity ﬁeld and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer satellite (ﬁgure 2.4). For the
ﬁrst time, an Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer consisting of three pairs of identical
accelerometers is carried by a satellite. GOCE was launched in 2009 and is ﬂying
exceptionally low at an orbit altitude of about 250 km to detect the strongest possible
gravity ﬁeld signal (Rummel and Gruber, 2010).
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Geodäsie ist Mathematik zum Angreifen.
Wolf-Dieter Schuh
2.1.2 Geoid modelling
The geoid was already described by Carl Friedrich Gauß (Torge, 2003). It is deﬁned
as the equipotential surface of the Earth’s gravity ﬁeld that coincides best with mean
sea level (in a least squares sense, see e.g. Wahr, 1996). (Another possible deﬁnition
for the geoid is the theoretical sea level of the ocean at rest (Stewart, 2008).) For
oceanographers, the actual geoid height is not as important as the slope of this theo-
retical surface. As described at the beginning of this chapter, in combination with
sea surface height data, the MDT can be derived and provides valuable information
about the ocean surface currents.
The geoid is usually described in terms of spherical harmonic functions (Hughes
and Bingham, 2008; Becker et al., 2012; National Research Council, 1998):
N(θ, φ) =
GM
r · γ(B)
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=0
(
R
r
)ℓ
P¯ℓm(cos(θ))(C¯ℓm cos(mφ) + S¯ℓm sin(mφ))
=
GM
r · γ(B)
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=0
(
R
r
)ℓ
(C¯ℓmY
c
ℓm(θ, φ) + S¯ℓmY
s
ℓm(θ, φ)) (2.1)
with the radius vector r = r(θ) depending only on latitude θ, the Earth’s radius R,
the gravitational constant times the Earth’s mass GM , the geodetic latitude1 B,
the normal gravity γ, the fully normalized Legendre functions P¯lm(cos(φ)) and the
Stokes coeﬃcients C¯lm, S¯lm. The Stokes coeﬃcients C¯lm, S¯lm are summarized in a
vector named xcs in the following.
The spherical harmonic functions are explained in more detail in appendix
G.1. Geodesists use satellite gravity measurements to calculate a set of spherical
harmonic coeﬃcients C¯lm, S¯lm up to a certain degree ℓ and order m. Often ground
based techniques supplement the space data, leading to models such as the EGM96
(Lemoine et al., 1997) shown in ﬁgure 2.5. Note that here the term “model” is used in
a diﬀerent sense than in oceanography. In the geodetic community, a “gravitational
model” refers to a set of spherical harmonic coeﬃcients with implied rules for
calculating the equipotential surface (equation 2.1).
2.1.3 The omission error problem
The spherical harmonics are a complete set of orthonormal functions and thus they
form an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions. On
the unit sphere, any square-integrable function can thus be expanded as a linear
combination of these:
f(θ, φ) =
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
xℓmcs Y
cs
ℓm(θ, φ). (2.2)
1The geodetic latitude is the angle between the normal on the earth ellipsoid and the equatorial
plane. Usually, “latitude” without any specification refers to the geodetic latitude. In contrast, the
geocentric latitude is the angle between the radius and the equatorial plane. On a sphere, both
definitions are equivalent (Torge, 2003).
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Fig. 2.5: Earth Gravitational Model 1996 (EGM96)
In practice, this series has to be truncated at a ﬁnite ℓ = ℓmax, so we get
f(θ, φ) = fC + fO =
ℓmax∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
xℓmcs Y
cs
ℓm(θ, φ) +
∞∑
ℓ=ℓmax+1
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
xℓmcs Y
cs
ℓm(θ, φ). (2.3)
with an error e = eC + eO. The commission error eC is derived by standard error
propagation, whereas the omission error eO remains unknown. Generally, it was as-
sumed to be negligible. However, Losch et al. (2002b) showed that it does aﬀect the
commission part of the model.
This can be understood by considering the following example (Losch et al., 2002b).
Assuming isotropic and homogeneous error covariances, the geoid error covariance can
be written as
C(ψ) =
ℓmax∑
ℓ
pℓPℓ(cosψ) (2.4)
with spherical distance ψ between two points on the Earth’s surface and Legendre
polynomials Pℓ. Losch et al. (2002b) derive that
C(ψ) =
ℓmax∑
k=0
ck cos(kψ) holds with coeﬃcients (2.5)
ck =
ℓmax∑
ℓ=k
pℓaℓk. (2.6)
So a spectral coeﬃcient ck contains contributions from degrees ℓ = k up to ℓmax, mea-
ning modiﬁcations in the higher degrees ℓ > k also inﬂuence the power of the entire
Fourier spectrum. In the upper right quarter of ﬁgure 2.6, the exemplary values of the
aℓk can be seen for large spherical harmonic degrees ℓ but low wavenumber k. This is
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Fig. 2.6: The omission error problem, picture courtesy of Nico Sneeuw.
a typical phenomenon when changing basis sets of orthogonal functions. Additionally,
any ocean model domain is only a fraction of a sphere, and therefore the spherical
harmonics are not even orthogonal on this domain. For more details see Losch et al.
(2002b) or Hwang (1991).
2.1.4 Filtering
Two datasets are necessary for deriving the MDT: altimetric sea surface height and
the geoid. These two datasets are intrinsically diﬀerent: they are expressed in diﬀe-
rent basis functions and their spatial resolution is not equal (Becker et al., 2012).
Therefore, for forming the diﬀerence of the two data sets, a ﬁlter must be applied to
both of them. This spectral ﬁltering of the MDT can lead to an omission error eﬀect
(section 2.1.3) of uncertain magnitude (Losch et al., 2002b).
There are various approaches for choosing the ﬁlter (Jekeli, 1981; Bingham et al.,
2008; Jayne, 2006); a common one is a Gaussian ﬁlter with a half width that is chosen
in accordance with the maximum spherical harmonics degree. The special structure,
particularly of the GRACE data, requires investigation of error correlation, see e.g.
Swenson and Wahr (2006) and Kusche (2007). Bosch and Savcenko (2009) focus on a
consistent ﬁltering of both altimetric and geodetic data and promote an along-track
ﬁltering approach for the altimetric data evoked by their spatial distribution. How-
ever, it is not clear which ﬁltering is most appropriate for the MDT.
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2.2 Overview of recent satellite MDT estimates
Rio and Hernandez (2004) used the altimetric Mean Sea Surface (MSS) CLS01
(Hernandez et al., 2001) and the EIGEN-2 geoid (Reigber et al., 2003) for the com-
putation of the Rio-05 MDT. The MDT was constructed with the help of the Levitus
hydrographic climatology (Levitus et al., 2001), hydrographic proﬁles distributed via
Système d’Informations Scientiﬁques pour la Mer (SISMER) from Institut Français de
Recherche pour l’Exploitation de la MER (IFREMER) and surface drifter velocities
deployed as part of the WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment) and TOGA
(Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere) Surface Velocity Program (SVP). A “syn-
thetic” method was developed for the combination of the diﬀerent data sets on a 1/2
degree global grid and a Gaussian ﬁlter with a half width of 400 km was applied (Rio
and Hernandez, 2004).
A similar method was used for deriving the more recent CNES-CLS09 MDT (Rio
et al., 2011). Updated data sets were used for the computation on 1/4 degree global
grid, including the geoid model EIGEN-GRGS.RL02 (Bruinsma et al., 2010) based
on 4 1/2 years of GRACE data. An “optimal” ﬁltering method was developed which
weights the observations by the inverse error covariances. The latter however, are de-
termined by the help of the Global Ocean ReanalYsiS (GLORYS) (Rio et al., 2011).
This MDT will be used for comparison to the results of this study in chapter 4.3.3.
Maximenko et al. (2009) use the Goddard Space Flight Center Mean Sea Surface
2000 (GSFCMSS00) and the GRACE Gravity Model 2002 (GGM02C) geoid (Tapley
et al., 2003). Near-surface velocities from a network of ocean drifters, hydrographic
proﬁles and wind data are synthesized. These global data sets are used in the context
of ocean surface momentum balance. A cost function is minimized on a global grid
of 1/2 degree resolution and Laplacian smoothing is applied (Maximenko et al., 2009).
The DNSC08 MSS (Andersen and Knudsen, 2009) is based on data from a total
of eight satellite missions, including Jason-1 and Envisat radar altimetry as well as
ICESat laser altimetry. The diﬀerence to the EGM08 geoid (Pavlis et al., 2008) is
computed and slightly smoothed by using a correlation length of 75 km for the ﬁnal
reinterpolation. The ﬁnal DNSC08 MDT is provided on a global grid with 1′ resolu-
tion (Andersen and Knudsen, 2009).
The DTU10MSS mean sea surface (Knudsen et al., 2011) is an update of the
DNSC08MSS mean sea surface. It is combined with two months of GOCE gravity
data by Knudsen et al. (2011) to give a new GOCE based MDT. A truncated Gauss-
ian ﬁlter with a half-width radius of 140 km was used for noise removal. The authors
however admit that there is always an element of subjectivity in the determination of
the optimal ﬁlter radius.
Albertella et al. (2008) promote a new approach of ﬁltering along the altimetry
proﬁles. The altimetry data has a high resolution on the geodetic satellite tracks, and
to avoid initial gridding, the necessary computations are done on these proﬁles. A
one-dimensional ﬁlter for altimetry data on proﬁles is designed. However, there are
systematic diﬀerences between 2D ﬁltering and 1D ﬁltering, and to compensate for
these diﬀerences, a ﬁlter correction was developed. Eventually, data of Jason-1 and
TOPEX-EM are combined with the EGM08 geoid model (Pavlis et al., 2008) to give
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a new DOT (Dynamic Ocean Topography). While the ﬁltering is essential for all of
the MDT calculation methods, it is put into the centre of attention in this “proﬁle
approach”.
In summary, the diﬀerent MDT estimates demonstrate the insuﬃciency of the
satellite data. Filtering and often also in-situ hydrographic data are required to com-
plement the satellite observations. In general, error estimates for the MDT are crude
and no standardized method exists for an evaluation of the quality of the MDT esti-
mates. In this work, an MDT estimate will be investigated that is not subject to
in-situ data or additional posterior ﬁltering.
2.3 Ocean models incorporating MDT data
Many traditional ocean data assimilation systems only use sea surface elevation anom-
alies without the geoid as a reference surface (e.g. Oke et al., 2008; Vidard et al., 2009;
Mellor and Ezer, 1991). This is useful in variability studies; however, for estimating
a mean state of the ocean circulation, information about the geoid is required.
Prior to the release of satellite gravity data from the GRACE and GOCE missions
(see section 2.1.1), the quality of the available data for MDT computation was not
suﬃcient to recover the details of the general ocean circulation (Haines et al., 2011).
Only the very large scales (> 5000 km) of the dynamic topography could be recovered
and compared with the early oceanographic results obtained from hydrographic data,
e.g. Levitus and Boyer (1994). The recent satellite missions then started to provide a
more accurate and higher resolution global picture of the Earth’s gravity ﬁeld than
ever before (Johannessen et al., 2003).
That encouraged a large variety of MDT assimilation studies into ocean circula-
tion models. For example, Birol et al. (2005) assimilated CHAMP and GRACE data
into the HYCOM model, and Castruccio et al. (2008) used GRACE data within the
OPA OGCM. The ECCO (Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean) con-
sortium, including the follow-up projects ECCO-GODAE, ECCO2 and the German
partner project GECCO, used GRACE data among many other data sets for assi-
milation mainly into the MITgcm (e.g. Wunsch et al., 2009; Wunsch and Heimbach,
2006; Stammer et al., 2007). The GOCINO project used speciﬁc scenarios for the in-
tegration of GOCE data products into four major operational oceanography systems,
notably MERCATOR, MFS, FOAM and TOPAZ, and into the seasonal forecasting
system at ECMWF (Knudsen, 2010).
The DFG Priority Programme “Mass transport and Mass distribution in the Sys-
tem Earth” (see also www.massentransporte.de) aimed at analysing the contribution
of the new generation of satellite gravity and altimetry missions to geosciences. Ocean
mass and also ocean circulation were among the foci of this programme (Ilk et al.,
2005), as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.7. Within the project GEOTOP (Sea Surface To-
pography and Mass Transport of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current), the “proﬁle
approach” (Bosch and Savcenko, 2010) was developed for the computation of a new
GRACE MDT data set. GRACE data were also used by Janjić et al. (2011) for assi-
milation into the FEOM (Finite Element Ocean Model). The projects INTERMOD
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(Consistent integration of global gravity ﬁeld information into earth process models,
2) and RIFUGIO (Rigorous Fusion of Gravity Field into Stationary Ocean Models,
3) provided the basis for this work.
Fig. 2.7: Scheme of the framework of the DFG Priority Programme “Mass transport
and Mass distribution in the System Earth”
2http://www.massentransporte.de/index.php?id=201&L=0%2F%2Fadminbereich%2Fdesignconfig.
php%3F
3http://www.massentransporte.de/index.php?id=217&L=0%2F%2Fadminbereich%2Fdesignconfig.
php%3F
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2.4 Complete MDT models
This section explains the so-called complete models for gravity and Mean Dynamic
Topography. For the computation of the complete MDT model, the geodetic normal
equations are treated in a special way. The model space is “completed” by prior sto-
chastic information. Eventually, the complete “Rifugio MDT” is presented.
2.4.1 Complete gravity field models
The reconstruction of the Earth’s gravity ﬁeld from satellite observations is an ill-
posed problem. A ﬁnite number of satellite measurements at discrete points at high
altitude are used to reconstruct the detailed structure of the gravity ﬁeld on the
Earth’s surface. This ill-posed problem needs some kind of regularization which is
usually achieved by truncation of the spherical harmonics series expansion. The re-
striction to a sub-domain of the frequency space leads to incomplete models, intro-
ducing errors into the derived Earth process parameters. The omission error arising
from this band-limitation of the available information was already introduced in sec-
tion 2.1.3.
To tackle this problem, Schuh and Becker (2008) developed a complete gravity
ﬁeld model within the project INTERMOD (Consistent integration of global gravi-
ty ﬁeld information into Earth process models). The corresponding MDT is called
“INTERMOD MDT” in the following. A summary is given here on the use of the
smoothness characteristics of the potential ﬁeld for the construction of the gravity
ﬁeld model. The formulation in the Hilbert space H1Γ of square integrable functions
u on a sphere
Γ(‖u‖2HΓ =
∫∫
Γ
u2dσ <∞) with norm ‖u‖H1
Γ
= ‖u‖HΓ + ‖Du‖HΓ
results in restrictions with respect to the degree variances4. These restrictions are
used to establish stochastic processes on the sphere which are used as a background
information for the whole modelling process. In principle, deterministic as well as sto-
chastic approaches are possible for the construction of the background model. Here,
stochastic processes are chosen because they can be deﬁned such that they exactly
reﬂect the smoothness conditions of the potential ﬁeld (Schuh, W.-D. and Becker, S.,
2009, pers. comm.).
The Hilbert space H1Γ can be split into three subdomains that are named com-
mission, transition and omission domain, see ﬁgure 2.8. The commission subdomain
is mainly determined by the real measurements whereas in the transition zone, this
information is supported by the a priori knowledge about the smoothness of the poten-
tial ﬁeld. In the omission subspace,the signal-to-noise ratio is too small and suﬃcient
data are not available. Hence, the omission domain is ﬁxed by the background model
up to inﬁnity providing the completeness of the model (Schuh, W.-D. and Becker, S.,
2009, pers. comm.).
4The Hilbert space H1
Γ
is not a Sobolev space. The latter would require the norm to be defined
as ‖u‖W1,2 =
q
‖u‖2
HΓ
+ ‖Du‖2
HΓ.
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Fig. 2.8: Separation of the model space (Schuh and Becker, 2008)
The signal-to-noise ratio of the satellite measurements decreases dramatically with
increasing spherical harmonic degree. Hence the data are not suﬃcient in the tran-
sition and omission subdomain and must be supported by prior knowledge. For this
purpose, two stochastic processes are deﬁned that are both stationary and isotropic.
The ﬁrst (type I) process is established by regarding the spherical harmonic coef-
ﬁcients as random variables with expectation 0 and covariance
Cov(u, v) =
∞∑
ℓ=0
Σ{Sℓ}Pℓ(cosψ).
Here, Sℓ is the random variable for the degree variance σℓ, and the Legendre polyno-
mial Pℓ depends only on the spherical distance ψ between two points on the surface
u and v. This is an a priori assumption about the smoothness characteristics of the
gravity potential (Schuh, W.-D. and Becker, S., 2009, pers. comm.). The stochastic
process of type I is applied to support the observations in the transition domain. The
variances of the spherical harmonic coeﬃcients are deﬁned according to Kaulas rule
of thumb (see appendix G.2, Kaula, 1966) as
Σ{C¯ℓm} = Σ{S¯ℓm} = 10
−10(2ℓ+ 1)
ℓ4
, ℓ = ℓtmin , ..., ℓtmax , m = 0, ..., ℓ
for the degrees ℓ in the transition zone.
The second (type II) process results from an amplitude-phase description of the
basis functions. The amplitudes are kept constant depending on degree ℓ and degree
variances σℓ:
A2ℓm =
2
2ℓ+ 1
σ2ℓ
while the phases are uniformly distributed with expectation 0 and covariance
∞∑
ℓ=0
σ2ℓPℓ(cosψ) = cov(ψ, σ
2
ℓ )
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(Schuh, W.-D. and Becker, S., 2009, pers. comm.). A stochastic process of type II is
utilized to replace the lacking measurements in the omission subdomain. The constant
degree variances are therefore set to
σ2ℓ =
10−10(2ℓ+ 1)
ℓ4
, ℓ = ℓomin, ..., ℓomax .
The resulting model forms a complete base in the entire space which can be repre-
sented in both frequency (spherical harmonics) and space domain (data grids). The
derived variance/covariance information is invertible and therefore the gridded gravi-
ty ﬁeld information can directly be integrated into ocean circulation models (Schuh
and Becker, 2008).
2.4.2 Combined MDT model
This section (2.4.2) and the following one (2.4.3) summarize the work of Becker et al.
(2012) within the framework of the project RIFUGIO (RIgorous FUsion of Gravity
ﬁeld Into stationary Ocean models). Correspondingly, the MDT resulting from this
eﬀort will be called “Rifugio MDT”. The corresponding ﬁgures are redrawn from Be-
cker et al. (2012).
This MDT modelling approach is tailored to the subsequent use of the MDT within
ocean models. These ocean models are usually present on a two- or three-dimensional
grid and the corresponding model equations are solved on the grid by methods like the
Finite Element (FE) method. We take on this perspective to produce a data set that
is given on the same grid as the ocean model and therefore can be directly assimilated.
The geoid is represented in the usual way as a sum of spherical harmonic functions
as in equation 2.1. In contrast, the mean dynamic topography is represented by a linear
combination of ﬁnite element base functions bj(φ, λ):
MDT (φ, λ) =
∑
j∈J
xFE(j)bj(φ, λ) (2.7)
where the basis functions bj are deﬁned on the ocean model grid.
The unknown coeﬃcients for the MDT are collected in the vector
[
xcs
xFE
]
and
the observation equations for the altimetric information lMSS can be written as
lMSS + vMSS =
[
Acs AFE
] · [ xcs
xFE
]
(2.8)
with the coeﬃcient matricesAcs andAFE and a stochastic modelΣMSS for the errors
vMSS (Becker et al., 2012). The normal equations for the altimetry are constructed
as in Becker et al. (2012):[
ATcsΣ
−1
MSSAcs A
T
csΣ
−1
MSSAFE
ATFEΣ
−1
MSSAcs A
T
FEΣ
−1
MSSAFE
]
·
[
xcs
xFE
]
=
[
ATcsΣ
−1
MSSlMss
ATFEΣ
−1
MSSlMSS
]
(2.9)
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of the normal equation for the MDT on the Finite Elements:
(
NMSSFE −NMSSFE,cs
(
NMSScs +N
G
cs
)−1
NMSScs,FE
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:NF E
xFE
= nMSSFE −NMSSFE,cs
(
NMSScs +N
G
cs
)−1 (
nMSScs + n
G
cs
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:nFE
(2.13)
or in brief,
NFExFE = nFE . (2.14)
This system of equations can be solved for xFE and the normal equation matrixNFE
represents the inverse error covariance of the resulting MDT on the Finite Elements.
This method derived by Becker et al. (2012) does not require any explicit ﬁltering
for the calculation of the MDT. Therefore, no unknown amount of signal is lost due
to an additional ﬁltering procedure and the available data can be exploited to the
largest possible extent.
2.4.3 Stochastic modelling
According to the available information about the data and errors, the vector of un-
knowns is separated into diﬀerent domains: xcs =
[
xTcs1 x
T
cs2 x
T
cs3 x
T
cs4 x
T
FE
]T
.
Using the example of the GRACE-only gravity ﬁeld model ITG-Grace2010s, ﬁgure
2.10 gives an overview over the frequency domains. The ITG-Grace2010s and its full
error covariance matrix are computed up to degree and order 180, so its signal content
covers the frequency domains xcs1 and xcs2. Up to degree and order 150, it has an
accuracy of 1 cm in terms of geoid heights (xcs1), beyond it is less accurate (xcs2).
Assuming that GRACE measurements do not contribute any signal content beyond
degree and order 180, the coeﬃcients xcs3 and xcs4 are determined by altimetry only.
The altimetric measurements are not globally distributed and therefore do not contain
enough information to determine all the coeﬃcients. As in section 2.4.1, additional
prior information about the smoothness of the potential is introduced and thus the
following pseudo-observation equations are constructed (Schuh and Becker, 2010):
 00
0

+

 vsmooth1vsmooth2
vsmooth3

 =

 I 0 00 I 0
0 0 I

 ·

 xcs2xcs3
xcs4

 (2.15)
The Stokes coeﬃcients are interpreted as random variables:X smoothcs ∼ N (0,Σsmoothcs ).
Kaulas rule of thumb (see G.2, Kaula, 1966) yields the degree variances σ2ℓ for a degree
ℓ and describes the signal content per degree of the gravitational potential coeﬃcients.
It also provides the variance of individual coeﬃcients σ2ℓm of degree ℓ:
σ2ℓ = 10
−10 2ℓ+ 1
ℓ4
(2.16)
σ2ℓm =
10−10
ℓ4
(2.17)
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Fig. 2.10: Frequency domains of observations, parametrization and accuracy, (Becker
et al., 2012)
Altogether, the stochastic model reads:
Σsmoothcs =

 Σsmoothcs2 0 00 Σsmoothcs3 0
0 0 Σsmoothcs4

 (2.18)
=

 diag(σ2ℓm2) 0 00 diag(σ2ℓm3) 0
0 0 diag(σ2ℓm4)

 (2.19)
The altimetric measurements contain frequencies beyond degree and order 240.
The corresponding spherical harmonics coeﬃcients are summarized in the parameter
vector xcs4 and treated separately:
lMSS + vMSS =
[
Acs1 Acs2 Acs3 AFE
] ·


xcs1
xcs2
xcs3
xFE

+Acs4 ·xcs4 (2.20)
Expressing the last term as a random variable, Acs4 ·X cs = S, it can be deﬁned
by its ﬁrst two moments, the expectation E {S} and the covariances Σ{S}. Later
on in section 4.2.3, we will apply two diﬀerent approaches regarding the stochastic
characteristics of S.
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2.4.4 Final geodetic MDT
The calculation method described above and in more detail in Becker et al. (2012) is
referred to as the “Rifugio approach” and the resulting geodetic MDT computed this
way is named “Rifugio MDT” in the following. This MDT estimate was developed and
computed at the Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation (IGG) at the University of
Bonn and was made available to the AWI within the framework of this project. The
Rifugio MDT contains many physical structures, but especially at small scales noise
dominates (see ﬁgure 2.11a). However, the Rifugio MDT cannot be regarded by itself
without considering its associated covariance information which is partly shown in
ﬁgure 2.11b (Becker, S., 2009, pers. comm.). Ideally, the error covariance information
reﬂects the “unrealistic” features of the MDT in such a way that they undo each other
whilst assimilated into an ocean model. That of course complicates the comparison
of the geodetic Rifugio MDT to those of other authors, and therefore we directly pro-
ceed to the evaluation of the MDT via its eﬀect on the ocean models in the following
chapters.
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Fig. 2.11: Rifugio MDT and its associate error description: (a) Rifugio MDT xdata wi-
thout smoothing, usually not shown this way, (b) Detail of the corresponding Rifugio
error covariance matrix, refering to the inner surface nodes between 45.5◦W-53.5◦W
and between 4.5◦N-65.5◦N. (The numbering of the mesh nodes is along longitudes
from South to North and from West to East.)
Two stationary ocean models are used for MDT assimilation in this study. First,
the two-dimensional FEMSECT model is applied to a section in the Southern Ocean
in the following chapter. Afterwards in chapter 4, the three-dimension IFEOM for the
North Atlantic is investigated under the inﬂuence of the new Rifugio MDT.
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To understand the system,
you need simpler models.
Dirk Olbers
Chapter 3
Combination of Ocean and
MDT: FEMSECT
3.1 The 2D model FEMSECT
The Finite Element Method Section model FEMSECT (Losch et al., 2005) is a
simple model for analysing hydrographic measurements of temperature and salinity
together with velocity measurements. It can theoretically be applied to any two di-
mensional section in the ocean.
The principle of FEMSECT is to compute velocity from the density and the ther-
mal wind equations. With this approach, only the shear of the velocity ﬁeld can
be calculated, thus assumptions about the absolute velocities are required. This is
called the “reference velocity problem” or “level-of-no-motion-problem” of oceanogra-
phy (Wunsch, 1996). In FEMSECT, this problem may be solved by using additional
observations such as velocity measurements or the gradients of dynamic topography.
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On a merry-go-round in the night,
Coriolis was shaken with fright.
Despite how he walked,
’Twas like he was stalked,
By some fiend always pushing him right.
David Morin, Eric Zaslow, E’beth Haley,
John Golden, Nathan Salwen3.1.1 Thermal wind
The geostrophic balance is deﬁned by
fk× u+ 1
ρ
∇p = 0 (3.1)
with the Coriolis parameter f , vertical unit vector k, velocities u = (u, v, w), density
ρ and pressure p, see e.g. Marshall and Plumb (2008). The smallness of the Rossby
number (R0 ∼ 0.01) for large-scale motion in the ocean allows the application of
this balance. The pressure gradient is balanced by the Coriolis force, so that the
geostrophic current velocities are given by(
ug
vg
)
=
1
ρreff
(
− ∂p
∂y
∂p
∂x
)
(3.2)
Taking the z-derivative and replacing ∂p
∂z
by the hydrostatic balance ∂p
∂z
= −ρg leads
to the thermal wind equations(
∂u
∂z
∂v
∂z
)
=
g
ρreff
(
∂ρ
∂y
− ∂ρ
∂x
)
(3.3)
The second equation of (3.3) is integrated in the vertical to produce an expression for
the across-section velocity v:
v = vref − g
ρreff
(∫ z
−h
∂ρ
∂x
dz
)
(3.4)
with unknown reference velocity vref.
The FEMSECT model solves for ﬂuxes across a two dimensional section, thus only
the second equation is considered. Vertical or along section velocity components are
not taken into account. In this study, FEMSECT is applied to the WOCE SR3 section
(see section 1.2.2) between Tasmania and Antarctica. The model grid is displayed in
ﬁgure 3.1. Note that the SR3 section is not exactly north-south oriented, so that it
is not accurate to talk about east-west velocities. However, as the SR3 section spans
all across the Southern Ocean, the across-section mass transport is equal to the ACC
transport.
3.1.2 Sea surface topography
The geostrophic relationship is now applied to the sea surface. Consider a level surface
slightly below the sea surface, e.g. at z = −r as in Stewart (2008). Pressure at this
level surface is given by p = −gρref(η + r) assuming ρ and g are essentially constant
in the upper few meters of the ocean. Substituting this into equations (3.2) leads to(
ug
vg
)
=
g
f
(
−∂η
∂y
∂η
∂x
)
(3.5)
where η is the elevation of the free ocean surface relative to the level surface. This
level surface must be an equipotential surface of the Earth’s gravity ﬁeld. It is not
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Fig. 3.1: FEMSECT model grid and triangulation for the SR3 section. Available mea-
surements of temperature and salinity are shown in light blue and those of velocity in
magenta. Some hydrographic measurements at the ocean bottom are not connected
to the model grid because respective triangles would be slanted.
important which of these possible reference surfaces is chosen, but it is common to use
the one that coincides best with mean sea level. This equipotential reference surface
is called the geoid.
The simple scaling
∆η =
fLU
g
for a current speed U = 0.1m s−1 over a distance L = 1000 km with f = 10−4 s−1
shows that variations of η are in the order of 1m. In this study, we try to gain infor-
mation about η from satellite measurements.
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3.1.3 Least squares method
Surface velocities from equation (3.5), assumed reference velocities at the ocean ﬂoor,
direct velocity measurements and velocity shear from hydrographic measurements do
usually not agree with each other. Therefore a search for the best ﬁt is necessary. A
quadratic cost function is deﬁned and minimized in the sense of least squares:
J = 1
2
(T ∗ − ΦTT )T WT (T ∗ − ΦTT ) + 1
2
(S∗ − ΦSS)T WS (S∗ − ΦSS)
+ (T ∗ − ΦTT )T WTS (S∗ − ΦSS) + 1
2
(v∗ − Φvv)T Wv (v∗ − Φvv)
+
1
2
(vref − vref,0)T Wvref (vref − vref,0) +R, (3.6)
Here, the starred variables T ∗, S∗ and v∗ denote the measurements of temperature,
salinity and velocity, respectively. The linear interpolation operators ΦT , ΦS and Φv
map the model variables temperature T , salinity S and velocity v to the correspon-
ding data location. The third term in equation 3.6 which is actually the sum of two
symmetric covariance terms, allows for correlations between temperature and salinity.
The model-data misﬁt is weighted by the weighting matrices WT,S,TS,v that are the
inverse of the prior error covariances. Thus by deﬁning the objective function J , we
compare the model variables T , S and v to the measurements, and at the same time
weight the diﬀerences by the matrices the inverses of the individual measurement er-
rors.
In the ﬁfth term, the model velocity at a chosen reference level vref is compared to
the prior assumption vref,0 = 0ms−1. Here, the reference level was chosen to be the
ocean bottom. This approximation is assumed to be valid within a certain error range
that is reﬂected in the weights Wvref and allows for deviations from these prescribed
zero reference velocities.
The “regularization” term R allows for penalizing the roughness of the solution by
requiring the horizontal gradients of the model variables to be small.
R = 1
2
(
∂v
∂x
)T
W
(v)
r
(
∂v
∂x
)
+
1
2
(
∂T
∂x
)T
W
(T )
r
(
∂T
∂x
)
+
1
2
(
∂S
∂x
)T
W
(S)
r
(
∂S
∂x
)
,
(3.7)
Here, x is the horizontal space coordinate along the section (approximately me-
ridional), and W{(v),(T ),(S)}r are the smoothness weights for the respective variables.
These weights are determined by the dimensionless parameters {T, S, v}rough descri-
bing smoothness or roughness of the respective ﬁeld. These parameters cannot be
measured and are uniform on the model domain. They can only be guessed by inspec-
tion of the model result, see next section (3.1.4).
The optimal solution that minimizes (3.6) is found by a BFGS quasi-Newton algo-
rithm as implemented by Kelley (1999), see also appendix N.1. The physical equations
are optionally discretized by the ﬁnite element or ﬁnite volume method. Two diﬀerent
basis functions for velocity can be chosen in the case of ﬁnite elements.
FEMSECT also provides the possibility of transport calculations of volume and
heat across the section, including an error estimation.
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3.1.4 Choice of parameters
FEMSECT oﬀers many possibilities, thus a lot of decisions have to be taken before
running the model. Out of the three diﬀerent discretization methods, the Finite Ele-
ment method with piecewise constant basis functions for velocity was chosen for this
study. As described in Losch et al. (2005), this method provides the most accurate
results.
The number of iterations is set to 5000 as all the experiments and observations of
the model’s behaviour suggest that there is no further signiﬁcant change in the results
for larger numbers. This is true for the velocity ﬁeld as well as for the decrease of the
cost function.
Slanted triangles that occur due to complex bottom topography possibly disturb
the correct calculation. For example roughness parameters are used only in horizontal
direction which causes problems if node depths do not coincide. Therefore a routine
is applied to eliminate these triangles.
Temperature and salinity data from the WOCE hydrography are used to model a 2
months mean for January/February 1994. The data can be downloaded from http://
cchdo.ucsd.edu/data_access/show_cruise?ExpoCode=09AR9407_1. However, the
data do not represent the true mean but are derived from single measurements. That
needs to be accounted for in the error description.
For estimation of data variance, model output from the “cube78” run of the Ecco2
project (Menemenlis et al., 2005) is deployed. The data is freely available on (http://
ecco2.org). The hydrographic model output is investigated for the target region and
during the speciﬁed time period. However, the modelled hydrographic standard de-
viations are very small and include neither temporal variability on all time scales nor
modelling errors. Therefore they are increased by a constant factor in the FEMSECT
model run to properly account for these issues as well as for non-synopticity of the
in-situ data. The vertical covariances for temperature as well as salinity are calcula-
ted directly from the measurements and horizontal roughness parameters are used as
weights in equation (3.7) to account for smoothness constraints.
Direct velocity measurements are very sparse for this section. As the data are used
to represent a monthly mean, a prior error estimate of 0.01ms−1 is applied, although
instrument accuracy is much better than that. Bottom reference velocity errors are
estimated to 0.05ms−1 and 0.01ms−1 for comparison, because of limited knowledge
and large uncertainty in the abyssal.
The choice of the optimal roughness parameters is a trade-oﬀ. Hardly punishing
roughness results in a quite realistic velocity ﬁeld with nicely deﬁned fronts and sub-
currents. However, the westward countercurrent around Antarctica is missing com-
pletely. With increasing roughness parameter, this current becomes more and more
distinct, but smoothness of the results increases so much that fronts merge and eddies
disappear. Therefore the ﬁnal choice of Trough = 0.004K and Srough = 0.004PSU is a
compromise that does not smooth the velocity ﬁeld completely and still shows a weak
westward countercurrent.
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3.2 Results with FEMSECT
In this section, the results computed with the FEMSECT model are presented. The
posterior transport error estimates and the impact of the MDT data set are descri-
bed. An overview of volume and heat transports is given and the current structure,
including bottom currents, is investigated. Eventually, a new approach of including
ocean surface velocities derived from sea ice drift data is presented.
3.2.1 Rifugio versus Intermod approach
The Rifugio approach of a combined MDT as described in section 2.4.2 cannot be ap-
plied to a section such as SR3. The geodetic estimate of the combined error covariance
requires a two-dimensional surface of data points to support the computation. A sin-
gle oceanic section is only a one-dimensional line on the ocean surface, for which the
geodetic problem is ill-posed. Thus the computation of the combined MDT as descri-
bed in section 2.4.2 is not possible and we are limited in our study to an investigation
of diﬀerent geoid error covariance models. The analysis of the combined approach is
postponed to the higher-dimensional ocean models such as IFEOM (chapter 4).
Instead, the results of the project INTERMOD (Schuh and Becker, 2008) are
used here. The INTERMOD solutions were developed and computed at the Institu-
te of Geodesy and Geoinformation (IGG) at the University of Bonn and were made
available to the AWI. In this approach, the modelled geoid error covariance is simply
added onto an estimate of the altimetry error. The Hilbert space of Spherical Har-
monics is divided into three subspaces named commission, transition and omission
subspace. The commission subspace includes degrees from 2 to 150 and is determined
by the measurements. In contrast, the omission subspace ranges from degree 181 up
to inﬁnity and can only be described by prior information. The transition subspace
in between, covering degrees 151 to 180, is established by both the measurements
and the prior assumptions. The prior information used in the transition and omission
subspace is provided by Kaula’s rule of thumb which describes the degree variances
for degree l as σ2l =
2l+1
l4
· 1010. This, including some more theoretical background
information, has been explained in section 2.4.1.
In the following, the outcome of this INTERMOD approach is used. Apart from
the Reference case, we distinguish three diﬀerent models for the geoid error covarian-
ce: Reference, EGM96, Transition and CompleteITG.
• Reference: Original FEMSECT without any MDT information.
The other three cases use MDT data including MDT error information from
diﬀerent sources:
• EGM96: The error covariance matrix represents earlier geoid height error co-
variance information.
The EGM96 geoid model is a set of spherical harmonic coeﬃcients up to degree
and order 360. The geoid height was computed from the harmonic coeﬃcients
explicitly for the application with satellite altimetry. However, the model’s er-
ror covariance estimate is only complete to degree and order 70, therefore a
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Gaussian ﬁlter is applied to remove all scales corresponding to a spherical har-
monic degree higher than 70. The omission error is entirely neglected. More
details concerning the geoid model EGM96 itself and regarding its application
in oceanography can be found in Lemoine et al. (1997) and Losch and Schröter
(2004), respectively. The data is available at http://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/
926/egm96/egm96.html. The resulting MDT error covariance is singular. The
inversion needed for weighting matrix computation is done via a Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse (see appendix N.2) with a singular value tolerance of 0.001m2.
• Transition: The MDT error covariance matrix includes the transition zone er-
ror, but not the omission error.
For degrees smaller than 70, it is based on EGM96. Thus it represents a tran-
sition between the two cases EGM96 and CompleteITG (see next item). Inves-
tigation of the singular values of this matrix results in a tolerance of 0.02m2 in
the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse computation.
• CompleteITG: The MDT error covariance matrix includes the transition zo-
ne as well as the omission error. The covariance matrix has a ﬁnite condition
number of 82.9, therefore it is directly invertible.
Figure 3.2 shows the diﬀerent covariance matrices. Error variances of the Comple-
teITG error model are higher than in the other two error models and the covariance
structure is more pronounced. This is due to consideration of transition and omission
error. Almost all singular values are larger than 10−2 which facilitates matrix inver-
sion. In contrast, the EGM96 error covariance is very smooth and has a high number
of negligibly small singular values which make direct matrix inversion impossible.
These diﬀerent error models are applied to an MDT estimate based on the static
GRACE solution ITG-Grace03s (Mayer-Gürr, 2007) and altimetric data from Jason-1.
The altimetry data set covers the years from 2002 to 2009 and was processed by Sil-
via Becker at the IGG. This MDT estimate is called “SAT” (Satellite-only) in the
following. For comparison purposes, the INTERMOD MDT error estimate is also ap-
plied to the CNES-CLS09_v1.0 MDT data. MDT_CNES-CLS09 was produced by CLS
Space Oceanography Division and distributed by Aviso, with support from Cnes1
(http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/). CNES-CLS09 already incorporates hydrographic
and drifter data and is therefore very smooth. However, contributions from satellite
and hydrographic data are not separable any more and an error covariance estimate
is not provided. It is called “CLS09” MDT in the following.
1Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales, Paris, France
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Fig. 3.2: Diﬀerent geoid error covariance estimates and corresponding singular values
in m2: (a) EGM96 geoid model, (b) Transition model, (c) CompleteITG model. Note
the diﬀerent scales of the axes.
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3.2.2 Posterior transport errors
The FEMSECT Reference run without any MDT data assimilation already results
in good estimates of volume (159 Sv) and heat2 (1.94PW) transport across the SR3
section (see table 3.1). The FEMSECT model also provides formal posterior transport
error estimates by an inversion of the Hessian matrix of the cost function J (Thacker,
1989, see also appendix N.3). These transport error estimates of 18 Sv and 0.27PW,
respectively, are very large in the Reference run. They are expected to decrease by the
assimilation of additional information, e.g. MDT data, that renders the ﬁnal estimate
more accurate.
This is conﬁrmed by all model runs that incorporate MDT data: without excep-
tion, all error estimates become smaller than the one of the Reference run (see table
3.1). The EGM96 model has no information about the error content beyond spherical
harmonic degree 70 and therefore the corresponding error estimate is quite small. Ad-
ding information about the error structure successively by proceeding to the models
Transition and CompleteITG, the posterior error increases again. This is shown in ta-
ble 3.1 for two diﬀerent MDT data sets and visualized in ﬁgure 3.3. We conclude that
neglecting the omission error severely underestimates the true error. (Of course the
latter is not accurately known, but believed to be better estimated by an approxima-
tion than by neglect.) This agrees with the ﬁndings of Losch et al. (2002b) concerning
the error reduction achieved by adding variably accurate MDT information.
Volume transport Heat transport
[Sv] [PW]
Reference 159 ± 18 1.94 ± 0.27
EGM96 148 ± 14 1.57 ± 0.21 
 SATTransition 156 ± 16 1.84 ± 0.25
CompleteITG 159 ± 17 1.91 ± 0.26
EGM96 169 ± 14 2.05 ± 0.21 
 CLS09Transition 162 ± 16 1.97 ± 0.25
CompleteITG 161 ± 17 1.96 ± 0.26
Table 3.1: FEMSECT transports of volume in Sv and heat in PW across the WOCE
SR3 section between Tasmania and Antarctica, including error estimates. The com-
putation is based on in-situ data from 1994 and satellite observations from 2002-2009.
The posterior errors depend only on the prior errors and are independent of the actual
MDT data used.
2Strictly speaking, this is temperature transport relative to a reference temperature of 0 ◦C as
the mass balance of the SR3 section is nonzero. We stick to the jargon of relative heat transports for
convenience.
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Fig. 3.3: Error estimates for FEMSECT transport of volume in Sv (blue) and heat
in PW (red) across the WOCE SR3 section between Tasmania and Antarctica. The
computation is based on in-situ data from 1994 and satellite observations from 2002-
2009.
Although the posterior errors of the CompleteITG model are high (17 Sv and
0.26PW), they are still below those of the Reference model run. This provides some
conﬁdence in the correctness of the model as additional information can only improve
the accuracy of the estimate and therefore lead to smaller posterior errors.
3.2.3 Impact of MDT data set
Neglecting the omission error as in the EGM96 error model leads to an underesti-
mation of the prior errors. Thus the corresponding weights are large and the model
is forced to adjust closely to the MDT. Therefore we observe big diﬀerences in the
transport estimates between the reference run and the two EGM96 runs. These de-
viations decrease as the omission error model is reﬁned. In the CompleteITG case,
the assumed prior error is larger due to consideration of the omission part. Therefore
the MDT weights are smaller and the resulting transports resemble each other.
The SAT MDT leads to much lower transports of volume and heat than the com-
bined CLS09 MDT data does. This can be explained by a very crude approximation:
The transport across the section is approximately proportional to the MDT diﬀerence
between the end points of the section. For the SR3 section, the CLS09 estimate and
the SAT estimate result in
MDTCLS09(44.0
◦S)−MDTCLS09(65.8◦S) = 1.69m and
MDTSAT(44.0◦S)−MDTSAT(65.8◦S) = 0.89m.
This explains the large diﬀerence between the transports in the EGM96 model run.
The rule of thumb for the transport diﬀerence
∆Transp =
g
f
∆ηH
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Fig. 3.4: FEMSECT transport estimates across the WOCE SR3 section between Tas-
mania and Antarctica for diﬀerent omission error models and diﬀerent altimetric data:
(a) Volume transport, (b) Heat transport. The computation is based on in-situ data
from 1994 and satellite observations from 2002-2009. The bold black line denotes the
transport of the Reference model run without MDT.
with a representative depth H as presented in Losch (2001) is not applicable to full
extent to the FEMSECT model. With H≈ 2500m, the estimated transport diﬀerence
would be
∆Transp ≈ 10
10−4
· 8 · 10−1 · 2.5 · 103m3 s−1 = 200 Sv.
This high value of transport diﬀerence is not reproduced in the FEMSECT model run
which gives at most 21 Sv for the EGM96 case. This is mainly due to the reference
velocity constraint that induces baroclinic velocities which are not considered in the
rule of thumb.
Repeating the calculation of MDT diﬀerence between the fourth and the last but
three grid points of the section results in
MDTCLS09(44.7
◦S)−MDTCLS09(65.4◦S) = 1.67m and
MDTSAT(44.7◦S)−MDTSAT(65.4◦S) = 1.70m.
The estimated diﬀerence is now higher in the SAT approach. This might be due to
boundary eﬀects that are not adequately described by the prior errors yet, but more
likely a general matter of resolution as explained in the following.
The distance between the ﬁrst and the fourth grid point from the section boun-
daries amounts to
distance(44.0◦S− 44.7◦S) = 83 km and
distance(65.4◦S− 65.8◦S) = 45 km,
respectively. This is far below the precision of GRACE which has a footprint of about
106 km2 (Wahr et al., 2006) and whose captured spatial scales are limited by roughly
20000 km/spherical harmonics degree = 20000 km/180 = 111 km
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(Knudsen et al., 2011). As GRACE data describe a large-scale average, we cannot
trust the value of a single grid point as a point value in our sub-resolution ocean
model FEMSECT. The low posterior transports presented in ﬁgure 3.4 are not relia-
ble. This deﬁciency in precision has to be accounted for in the error description. In
contrast, the CLS09 MDT was obtained at a resolution of 1/4◦ by the inclusion of
in-situ data.
The diﬀerent MDT data sets are compared in ﬁgure 3.5. The CLS09 MDT esti-
mate incorporates hydrographic data and is therefore already close to the FEMSECT
reference run MDT. The satellite-only MDT is less smooth as it cannot be well repre-
sented on the small-scale ocean grid. The boundary issue described above becomes
obvious.
45 50 55 60 65
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Fig. 3.5: Comparison of Reference MDT, SAT MDT and CLS09 MDT.
The scales of the geoid data and the ocean model FEMSECT do not agree. There-
fore careless combination of these will lead to remarkable errors. Before assimilation
into the small-scale ocean model, the small-scale part of the geoid data can be reﬁned
by the help of other data sources as was done in the CLS09 model. Otherwise the
amount of information it contains for our simple ocean model is very limited. The
resulting large prior error will downweight the large-scale MDT data and let other
terms such as in-situ measurements, smoothness constraint and reference velocities
dominate the solution.
On the other hand, FEMSECT produces a new small-scale MDT that has ta-
ken the large-scale satellite-only MDT data into account. This is an elegant way
of “interpolating” the satellite MDT data set, accounting for hydrographic data as
well as for physical constraints in the ocean. However, due to the large errors in the
MDT data, the FEMSECT reference MDT hardly experiences any changes if a rea-
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Fig. 3.6: Average FEMSECT MDT deviations in m from the Reference run MDT.
listic MDT error description is applied. This is shown in ﬁgure 3.6 by means of the
FEMSECT MDT deviations from the Reference run MDT. The small errors of the
EGM96 estimate cause a considerable deviation from the MDT of the Reference run.
This is reduced to a large extent by the Transition domain error model already. In the
CompleteITG estimate, the MDT data has only little inﬂuence on the model solution.
3.2.4 Posterior volume and heat transports
The FEMSECT Reference run and the CompleteITG models SAT and CLS09 are
compared to other estimates in terms of volume and heat transports. As shown in
ﬁgure 3.7a, the results agree with all other volume transport estimates presented here
within errorbars.
A comparison of heat transports is presented in ﬁgure 3.7b. The variability of the
estimates of heat transport is large, reﬂecting the high variability of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current system. The FEMSECT estimates are comparatively high, but
agree with most of the other estimates within errorbars.
Of course, the good agreement of both volume and heat transports is partly due to
the large posterior FEMSECT error estimates. Reduction of this formal error however
requires more accurate knowledge about the omission error (see section 3.2.2).
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Fig. 3.7: Comparison of transport estimates to those of other authors: (a) Volume
transports, (b) Heat transports.
3.2.5 FEMSECT currents
FEMSECT reproduces all commonly known fronts and features in the current system
across the SR3 section. From north to south these are (see also ﬁgure 3.8)
• the westward Tasman outﬂow (TAS) directly south of Tasmania,
• the subantarctic zone recirculation (SAZ) which is rather smooth here,
• a cold core ring (CCR) or meander, a typical feature in this region,
• the Subantarctic front (SAF), extending from the surface to the seaﬂoor,
• the Polar front (PF) whose northern branch is not distinctly separated from the
SAF,
• a westward ﬂow south of the mid-ocean ridge, called South of SAF (SSAF),
• the broad southern branch of the Polar front,
• the southern ACC front, split into Southern Front (SF) and Southern Boundary
(SB),
• the westward Antarctic slope front (ASF).
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Fig. 3.8: Across-section velocities of the FEMSECT Reference run. All commonly
known fronts can be identiﬁed.
Most of the eastward ACC transport is done by the SAF and PF, as also found by
Rintoul and Bullister (1999). The westward ﬂow over the southern ﬂank of the mid-
ocean ridge system, the SSAF, is a persisting feature. It results from the eastward
ﬂowing ACC south of this latitude turning north over rising bottom topography and
back across the hydrographic section, crossing the mid-ocean ridge west of the section
(Yaremchuk et al., 2001).
For our choice of parameters (see section 3.1.4), the FEMSECT results for the
diﬀerent geoid error models and diﬀerent MDTs resemble each other very much, as
shown in ﬁgure 3.9. The largest diﬀerences however are within the error estimates.
This result was expected as the FEMSECT Reference run already provides a reason-
able current structure and good estimates of volume and heat transports as shown in
section 3.2.4. Unfortunately, the large formal posterior errors can hardly be reduced
if the MDT error estimate is deduced carefully. In the CompleteITG model that con-
siders the omission error, the expected error reduction is much less than assumed by
a crude error model. This is in good agreement with Losch et al. (2002b).
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Fig. 3.9: Across-section velocities of FEMSECT results with diﬀerent geoid error mo-
dels with SAT MDT (left) and with CLS09 MDT (right): (a) EGM96 SAT, (b) EGM96
CLS09, (c) Transition SAT, (d) Transition CLS09, (e) CompleteITG SAT, (f) Com-
pleteITG CLS09. In some areas of the model region, diﬀerences are so small that
numerical diﬃculties arise. Therefore diﬀerence plots are not shown here.
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3.2.6 Bottom velocities
The MDT data constrains the model solution by imposing geostrophic velocities at the
ocean surface. The equivalent is done at the ocean bottom by the reference velocities.
Usually it is assumed that abyssal velocities are close to zero which is a reasonable
assumption in many regions of the world ocean. However, there are almost no mea-
surements of abyssal velocities, so we must apply some error estimate that allows for
more or less small deviations from zero. All the previous FEMSECT model runs use
a small reference velocity error of 0.01ms−1. This results in high weights for the ze-
ro reference velocities and thus represents a strong constraint on the ocean circulation.
Due to very limited knowledge about the abyssal circulation, we can as well apply
a larger reference velocity error estimate of 0.05ms−1. This gives more freedom to the
bottom velocities and thus inﬂuences the whole water column. The FEMSECT Refe-
rence run without MDT displays only marginal changes due to the modiﬁed reference
velocity errors. In combination with the SAT MDT data, a westward countercurrent
appears at the ocean bottom at the northern slope of the South East Indian Ridge
(between 48◦S and 55◦S). It is strongest in the EGM96 model run when a lot of weight
is put on the MDT data and weaker in the other cases, but still present even in the
Complete model run shown in ﬁgure 3.10.
The reason for its occurrence can be found in the MDT data set itself, see ﬁgure
3.5. The largest diﬀerences between the SAT MDT and the CLS09 MDT can be ob-
served at about 48◦S, 51◦S, 54◦S and 62◦S. Via the principle of geostrophy, equation
3.5, the SAT MDT induces an increased westward ﬂow (or a reduced eastward ﬂow)
at each of these latitudes, with accelerated eastward ﬂow directly south of it. For the
FEMSECT model runs from the previous section (with reference velocity errors of
0.01ms−1), this is apparent comparing ﬁgures 3.9a and 3.9b. When the MDT error
description is reﬁned (Transition and CompleteITG model runs), the MDT data has
not enough impact on the solution to evoke these subtle distinctions.
Releasing the reference velocity error to 0.05ms−1 gives more freedom to the mod-
el and therefore the changes by the MDT data are also visible in the CompleteITG
model run. The rough MDT increases velocities at some latitudes and decreases them
at others. When the eastward surface velocity is decreased and the velocity shear
throughout the water column is kept constant by the density ﬁeld, then the bottom
velocity will be decreased as well and may even become negative (westward). This
happens here between 48◦S and 55◦S.
As mentioned before, the MDT cannot be represented accurately at the small
scales of the ocean model. On the one hand, the SAT MDT suﬀers from lack of
small-scale information and thus presumably also from numerical eﬀects causing the
oscillations in the data. On the other hand, the CLS09 MDT is to a large extent
determined by hydrography and thus does not represent independent observations.
Therefore its gain of information for the ocean model must be questioned. Hence a
judgement about the quality of the data or the model is not possible at the current
stage of research.
The westward undercurrent was also reported by Yaremchuk et al. (2001). They
note a signiﬁcant countercurrent in the bottom 1000m directly beneath the main part
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of the SAF between 48◦S and 52◦S. It results from a constraint on the tracer balance
and current meter data at shallower levels.
Phillips and Rintoul (2000) also show the existence of a bottom countercurrent
at the northern edge of the SAF, approximately 50 km north of the velocity peak.
They describe the deep velocity proﬁles as quite diﬀerent to the shallow ones which
is presumably the result of interaction with the sea ﬂoor.
In contrast, Losch and Schröter (2004) deny the existence of this undercurrent,
refering to Rintoul and Sokolov (2001) and the generally accepted notion of a deep-
reaching ACC. However, the countercurrent is also present in their model results when
a MDT estimate is assimilated. Rintoul and Sokolov (2001) indeed approve the as-
sumption of a deep level of no motion for geostrophic calculations, but also note the
possibility of signiﬁcant barotropic ﬂow. Until now, there are no direct observations
available to support or disprove the statement. The FEMSECT model however allows
the deep westward velocities if they are not explicitly constrained.
The issue of circulation in the abyssal ocean still raises a lot of questions. We will
not be able to answer them within the framework of this study and suggest further
investigations be done about the detailed structure of these (deep) current systems.
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Fig. 3.10: Across-section velocities of FEMSECT results with large reference velocity
errors: (a) Reference run, (b) Complete SAT.
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3.2.7 Ocean velocities from sea ice drift
In polar regions, weather conditions are hostile, particularly in winter. In-situ meas-
urements are often hard or impossible to obtain. Therefore, these areas, which are of
outstanding importance for modelling and research, suﬀer from undersampling (Mins-
ter, 1995).
For engineering reasons, Earth observing satellites are preferably sent on a sun-
synchronous orbit which leaves a polar gap without satellite data (Sneeuw and van
Gelderen, 1997). Furthermore, altimetric measurements of sea surface height fail in
the presence of sea-ice (Silvia Becker, pers. comm.). Both issues do not apply for the
SR3 section as it does not reach far enough south and is hardly covered by sea ice.
However, if the Fram Strait situated at about 80◦N or the prime meridian in the
Southern Ocean is to be investigated by the FEMSECT model, these considerations
will be important.
The investigations presented in this section therefore only concern the southern-
most part of the SR3 section where a small amount of sea ice is present. The method
is applied to the FEMSECT model which is already running well in order to analyse
the eﬀects and the potential beneﬁt of the approach. The actual gain of the method
may only become obvious when applied to other region in the ocean.
In this approach, we try to beneﬁt from the idea that velocity and direction of sea
ice drift must be partly dependent on the surface circulation in the ocean. Thus we
derive new surface reference velocity information for the ocean model from satellite
observations of sea ice drift.
3.2.7.1 Method and data
Sea ice drift is to a large extent determined by the wind ﬁeld. To examine the re-
lationship between sea ice motion, wind ﬁeld and ocean currents, a linear formula
following Kimura (2004) is used. This rule was adopted from Thorndike and Colony
(1982) and relates sea ice velocity (U,V), wind velocity (u,v) and mean ocean current
(c¯u, c¯v) via: [
c¯u
c¯v
]
=
[
U¯
V¯
]
− F ·
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
] [
u¯
v¯
]
(3.8)
with turning angle θ and speed reduction factor F . Thorndike and Colony (1982) show
that equation (3.8) is a reasonable approximation to the balance of forces on sea ice in
geostrophic equilibrium in the absence of internal stress gradients and inertial eﬀects.
Optimum values for turning angle θ and speed reduction factor F are calculated by
a least squares technique following Kimura and Wakatsuchi (2000):
θ = arctan
[∑
u′V ′ −∑ v′U ′∑
u′U ′ +
∑
v′V ′
]
F =
c1 + c2 − c3 + c4∑
u′2 +
∑
v′2
(3.9)
where
c1 = cos θ
∑
u′U ′, c2 = sin θ
∑
v′U ′,
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c3 = sin θ
∑
u′V ′, c4 = cos θ
∑
v′V ′.
Here, u¯, v¯, U¯ , V¯ denote the mean values of u, v, U, V, and u’, v’, U’, V’ the respective
anomalies deﬁned by (u− u¯), (v− v¯), (U − U¯), (V − V¯ ). Time variations of θ, F , and
(c¯u, c¯v) are assumed to be negligible.
For this study, ice drift data from Fowler (2003) was used, the respective mean
ice drift data is presented in ﬁgure 3.11a. The daily gridded ﬁelds combine data from
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Scanning Multichannel Mi-
crowave Radiometer (SMMR), Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) and the In-
ternational Arctic Buoy Programme (IABP). Version 1 is available online at http://
nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0116.html. For representation of the wind ﬁeld, NCEP Re-
analysis data was used, the respective mean is shown in ﬁgure 3.11b. The data set
was provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA and can be
downloaded from their Web site http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/.
3.2.7.2 Results
By applying equation (3.8) to ice drift and wind data, sea surface currents for the
southernmost part of the section are obtained and shown in ﬁgure 3.11c. Only very
little sea ice is observed, ﬂowing southwestwards. A strong mean wind ﬁeld is blowing
mainly southeastwards, exept close to the Antarctic coast where the direction is oppo-
site. (This part is shown in the ﬁgure.) Resulting ocean surface currents are directed
towards the Southwest.
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Fig. 3.11: Ice drift approach according to formula (3.8) in the southernmost part of the
SR3 section: (a) Mean ice drift data (U¯ , V¯ ), (b) Mean wind data (u¯, v¯), (c) Resulting
ocean surface currents (c¯u, c¯v).
These surface currents are now incorporated into the FEMSECT model. As the
sea ice covers only a small part of the SR3 section, only limited modiﬁcations to the
overall circulation are expected. However, interesting eﬀects can be noticed when as-
similating the new data set.
The impact of the sea ice drift derived ocean surface velocities on the FEMSECT
solution clearly depends on the assumed (bottom) reference velocity errors. If the
latter are chosen to be small (e.g. 0.01ms−1), the FEMSECT model cannot depart
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Volume trans- Volume trans- Volume trans-
port [Sv] port [Sv] port [Sv]
CompleteITG model run W = 0 s2m−2 W = 400 s2m−2 W = 625 s2m−2
SAT, ∆vref = 0.01m s−1 159 155 153
SAT, ∆vref = 0.05m s−1 156 137 133
CLS09, ∆vref = 0.05m s−1 174 156 150
Table 3.2: Results from FEMSECT for SR3 section. W = 400 s2m−2 and
W=625 s2m−2 are the weights that were used for the sea ice drift derived surface
velocities. W = 0 s2m−2 means no sea ice drift derived velocities were assimilated.
too much from this constraint and the solution is only changed to a small extent. If
in contrast large reference velocity errors (e.g. 0.05ms−1) are assumed, the solution
can adapt much more to the additional information in the sea ice drift data (compare
table 3.2 and also ﬁgures 3.12a and 3.12b). In this case, the westward Antarctic slope
front (ASF) is enforced and forms an undercurrent below the Southern Boundary
(SB).
The increase of the westward countercurrent results in decreased absolute eastward
volume transports (table 3.2). The decrease can be as much as 24 Sv when a weight
of 625 s2m−2 is applied for the sea-ice drift derived ocean surface velocities and the
reference velocities are assumed to be large. This might be of beneﬁt in the common
situation that assimilating geodetic MDT data causes unrealistically high transports
in the Southern Ocean (Griesel et al. (2010), Martin Losch, pers. comm.). The reason
for this phenomenon is still unclear. In our model this happens for the assimilation of
the CLS09 data set, see table 3.2. When a small reference velocity error of 0.01ms−1
is applied, the model has not much freedom to adjust to the MDT data. In contrast,
applying a reference velocity error of 0.05ms−1 uncovers the tendency towards incre-
ased transports which is then counteracted by the ice drift derived velocities.
Unlike the volume transports, the heat transports are hardly aﬀected by the sea-ice
drift data assimilation (and therefore not presented in this section). Only very little
heat is transported along the southernmost fronts of the ACC. Therefore it would be
interesting to apply the method to regions where sea ice reaches further northwards
or even to latitudinal sections as the most important transport of heat is happening
in north-south direction.
However, at the current state of research it is very diﬃcult to estimate the ice
motion error (Kimura, 2004). For this study, the rough estimates of 0.05ms−1 and
0.04ms−1 were applied, resulting in the constant diagonal weights W=400 s2m−2 and
W=625 s2m−2, respectively. This is slightly more than the estimates given in the de-
scription of the dataset by Fowler (2003) in order to account for the wind speed error.
The wind speed error is almost negligible due to the large value of the speed reduc-
tion factor F in equations (3.8) and (3.9). Unfortunately, no information about the
error covariances is available for any of the two datasets. The importance of precise
knowledge of the data errors is reﬂected in table 3.2 which shows that smaller errors
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Fig. 3.12: Across-section velocities of FEMSECT results with ice drift and wind da-
ta, CompleteITG error model, diﬀerent weights applied: (a) SAT with small refe-
rence velocity errors, W=400 s2m−2, (b) SAT with large reference velocity errors,
W=400 s2m−2, (c) SAT with large reference velocity errors, W=625 s2m−2, (d) CLS09
with large reference velocity errors, W=625 s2m−2. Compare also table 3.2.
and therefore increased weights lead to more modiﬁcations of the results. Compare
also ﬁgures 3.12b and 3.12c.
Due to the small amount of sea ice in the SR3 section and to the uncertainty of the
data errors, this approach is not able to reduce the ﬁnal FEMSECT error estimates.
The wind ﬁeld data are a model output by themselves, and the linear relationship
of equation (3.8) might not always apply, leading to potential errors that are not
modelled here. Still, the results of this section suggest that this method has some
value when transports ampliﬁed by geodetic data become an issue. It could be a
way to constrain the model against the biased information of the MDT data without
assuming very small errors for unknown bottom reference velocities.
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3.2.8 Summary and conclusions: FEMSECT
FEMSECT is a two-dimensional stationary ocean model with simpliﬁed physics. It
permits assimilation of various data sets such as hydrographic data, direct velocity
measurements and satellite data. In this study, it is applied to the SR3 section, al-
though it is general enough to be used anywhere in the ocean where geostrophy applies
(see section 3.1.1). FEMSECT provides estimates of volume and heat transport across
the section. A formal error estimate is provided as well by inversion of the Hessian
matrix of the cost function.
FEMSECT is sensitive to a couple of parameters (section 3.1.4). Choosing these
parameters carefully results in a reasonable cross-section circulation and transports
that compare well with estimates of other authors (sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5).
Due to the two-dimensional structure of the model, the application of the Rifu-
gio approach to FEMSECT is not possible (section 3.2.1). Instead, the INTERMOD
approach (see section 2.4.1) is used and three diﬀerent MDT error covariance models
are analysed and compared to each other. A reﬁned omission error model leads to a
larger error estimate. It is shown that neglecting the omission error underestimates
the true error (section 3.2.2).
Two MDT data sets are analysed within this study. The satellite-only MDT (SAT)
eﬀects smaller across-section transports when it is weighted heavily in the optimiza-
tion process. In contrast, the combined CLS09 MDT results in higher transports as
it is generally the case for geodetic MDTs in the Southern Ocean. This is the ﬁrst of
the three main problems that could be identiﬁed.
The second one is the choice of the reference velocities (section 3.2.6). Hydro-
graphic measurements provide only the shear of the velocity ﬁeld, and the depth
independent part is determined solely by absolute velocity measurements, the MDT
data and the reference velocities. Unfortunately, the latter are unknown, although
assumed to be small. This results in large uncertainties in the abyssal circulation.
These two issues can be ﬁxed by including surface reference velocities derived
from sea ice drift data (section 3.2.7). As a new approach, the application of Kimu-
ra’s (2004) method for estimating surface velocities from sea ice drift data is proposed
to get more reliable (surface) reference velocities. However, this method is rather cru-
de and does not readily provide us with a velocity error estimate. Therefore, either
from reﬁnement of the method or from other approaches of incorporating sea ice drift
data, large improvements can be expected for the supplement of MDT data by ice
drift information.
The third problem is a resolution issue. The FEMSECT model grid is very ﬁne
compared to the MDT data. Satellite-only data of the MDT is limited by the reso-
lution of the geoid model. Therefore, scales of the SAT MDT diﬀer from those of
the ocean model and cannot be well represented in terms of the ocean model grid.
Nevertheless, given an appropriate error description, the MDT data can be used for
assimilation into ocean models. However, solving this problem to full extent would
mean improving the resolution of the observational data. The resolution is not an is-
sue for the combined CLS09 MDT, because for its calculation additional hydrographic
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(in-situ) information was used. However, this is not necessarily a gain in information,
because the CLS09 MDT is not independent data.
The simple ocean model FEMSECT already teaches a lot about inverse model-
ling. Valuable data has to be imported and a fair amount of prior knowledge has to
be brought in to get some new information out of the model. The weighting is most
critical and the error (co)variance models are of highest importance for the model
output. A formal error estimate being provided, the gain of information for the model
from new data sets can be quantiﬁed. Still, independent validation of the results is
necessary.
In summary, the MDT data set seems to be of great beneﬁt at a ﬁrst glance; how-
ever, a reﬁned error estimate decreases its impact. As a new way of approaching two
of the common problems in our ﬁeld of study, Kimura’s (2004) method for estimating
surface velocities from sea ice drift data was proposed. Clearly, data resolution is ano-
ther important issue for the modelling process. While the geoid can be determined
quite accurately on large scales (Shum et al., 2011), the application to comparatively
small scale ocean models is not straightforward. The analysis of this issue is investi-
gated further in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Combination of Ocean and
MDT: IFEOM
4.1 The 3D model IFEOM
The Inverse Finite Element Ocean Model IFEOM was derived by Sidorenko (2004)
from a stationary version of the Finite Element OceanModel FEOM, (Danilov et al.,
2004, 2005)). In its present conﬁguration its three dimensional model grid in the North
Atlantic reaches from 4◦N to 80◦N and is separated into 29 vertical layers. The surface
mesh is displayed in ﬁgure 4.1. The Finite Element method allows for straightforward
mesh adaption to the coastal regions as well as to the ocean bottom. For inverse me-
thods, grid nodes can be located at observation locations (here a hydrographic atlas).
This is the main advantage of the Finite Element method in the ocean modelling
context.
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Fig. 4.1: IFEOM surface mesh. Colour indicates modelled ocean depth.
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4.1.1 Model equations
The model consists of the vertically integrated steady momentum equations:
− fV −Al∆U + gH∂xη + 1
ρ0
∫ 0
−H
∂xpdz =
τx
ρ0
(4.1)
fU −Al∆V + gH∂yη + 1
ρ0
∫ 0
−H
∂ypdz =
τy
ρ0
(4.2)
∂xU + ∂yV = 0 (4.3)
∂zp = −gρ (4.4)
with the horizontal directions x and y, the barotropic transport vector (U, V ), the sea
surface height η, mean sea water density ρ0 and the deviation from the mean density
ρ. Pressure is denoted by p, the Coriolis parameter by f = f(y) and the lateral
momentum diﬀusion coeﬃcient by Al. The depth of the ocean bottom is H = H(x, y)
and the wind stress vector applied to the ocean surface is τ = (τx, τy), normalized by
ρ0. These equations are solved with boundary conditions
(U, V ) = 0 on lateral rigid walls (4.5)
(U, V ) ·n = (UOB, VOB) ·n at the open boundary (4.6)
Here, n denotes the two dimensional normal at the boundary. The tangential compo-
nent of the viscous stress is set to zero at the open boundary.
Now with η known, the 3D momentum equation with the vertical unit vector k
f(k × u)−∇ ·A∇u = − 1
ρ0
∇p− g∇η (4.7)
and the continuity equation ∇·u = 0 (4.8)
can be solved for the velocities u = (v, w) = (u, v, w). The momentum diﬀusion
coeﬃcient is separated into a horizontal and a vertical part:
A =

 Al 0 00 Al 0
0 0 Av

 .
Boundary conditions are:
Av∂zv = τ at the surface (4.9)
Av∂zv +Al(∇H · ∇)v = 0 on the bottom and (4.10)
at the lateral rigid walls (4.11)
(
∫ 0
−H
vdz) ·n = (UOB, VOB) ·n at the open boundary (4.12)
For simplicity, these equations are formulated in Cartesian coordinates here (instead
of spherical coordinates as in the model code) and in a non-stabilized form. Details
according to the necessary stabilization can be found in Danilov et al. (2004).
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This is the dynamical part of the model that is solved exactly, while the residuals
of the thermodynamical part are minimized. The advection-diﬀusion equations for
temperature and salinity are:
u∇T +∇K∇T = ǫT (4.13)
u∇S +∇K∇S = ǫS (4.14)
with diﬀusion coeﬃcient
K =

 Kl 0 00 Kl 0
0 0 Kv

 .
The residuals ǫT and ǫS represent physical processes that are not described by the
model, ﬁrst of all temporal evolution.
4.1.2 Boundary conditions
The IFEOM model accounts for momentum ﬂux on the ocean surface but neglects
bottom friction. The model domain is enclosed by rigid walls along all the Western,
Northern and Eastern boundaries. This represents a severe restriction to the model
and a crucial departure from reality. Surrounding the North Atlantic Ocean by rigid
lateral walls means suppressing any ﬂux of mass, temperature, salinity and other tra-
cers through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, through Fram Strait and into Barents
Sea. Neglect of these processes may severely inﬂuence the North Atlantic circulation,
including deep water formation and Meridional Overturning (see e.g. Wekerle et al.,
2011; Hu et al., 2010). Regarding volume, this results in an imbalance of several Sver-
drups propagating southwards throughout the model domain. The only open lateral
boundary is the Southern edge of the domain. Here an integrated ﬂux condition known
from a forward model run on a larger domain is applied (Richter, 2010).
4.1.3 Cost function
A cost function penalizes the residuals of the advection-diﬀusion equations as well as
the deviation from data sets and model behaviour that is known to be unrealistic. In
IFEOM, this is done in a least-squares sense:
J =
1
2
∑
i
Ji (4.15)
The ﬁrst two terms of J penalize the residuals ǫT and ǫS :
J1 = ǫ
T
TWǫT ǫT (4.16)
J2 = ǫ
T
SWǫSǫS (4.17)
In this chapter, some scalar values such as the residuals, temperature etc. are bold
to stress that they are represented as vectors in the model code when we consider
the whole model domain. In this way, it makes sense to introduce error covariance or
weighting matrices, respectively.
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The following two terms penalize the deviations from a climatology. We use the
climatology of Gouretski and Koltermann (2004), as Sidorenko (2004) showed it to
be among the most suitable for our application.
J3 = (T − Tklim)TWklimT (T − Tklim) (4.18)
J4 = (S − Sklim)TWklimS (S − Sklim) (4.19)
The inverse model lacks some skill in reproducing the mean circulation correctly.
In order to reduce the individual cost function terms, the models tends to undertake
dramatic changes to the deep ocean circulation. This contradicts our general under-
standing of the ocean circulation and also the ﬁrst guess solution. Because we believe
the deep ocean should not undergo intense changes, another constraint is applied
below 2000m depth:
J5 = (u− uprog)TWuv(u− uprog) + (v − vprog)TWuv(v − vprog) (4.20)
A detailed study of this “deep velocity constraint” is given in Sidorenko (2004).
The most relevant term in this study includes ηdata, the new mean dynamic to-
pography and its associated inverse error covariance serving as weighting matrix Wη:
J6 = (P2×2η − ηdata)TWη(P2x2η − ηdata). (4.21)
Some experiments described in the following sections required the use of an interpo-
lation operator P2×2. Theoretically, in this approach the MDT is calculated directly
on the ocean model grid, however the geodetic calculations are very time and storage
consuming. Therefore in some cases it was required to work with MDT data given
on a 2◦ × 2◦ subgrid of the IFEOM grid only. P2×2 then does the projection to this
subgrid and equals identity otherwise.
Additional smoothing constraints and scaling issues are examined in Richter (2010).
Each cost function term is applied to each node of the three dimensional ocean
model grid, except the MDT data deviations which are naturally given only at the
ocean surface and the deep velocity constraint which is applied only below 2000m
depth. Thus the cost function J has N = 838063 diﬀerent terms but onlyM = 234328
adjustable control variables (T and S), leaving N −M = 603735 degrees of freedom.
The limited-memory-quasi-Newton method BFGS and the routine M1QN3 are
applied for approaching the minimum of the cost function J (see Nocedal, 1980;
Gilbert and Lemarécha, 1995). The gradient of the cost function is computed via the
adjoint model equations, see Sidorenko (2004). In each model run, 5000 iterations
were executed to ensure the cost function is not decreasing any more. (Compare e.g.
Richter (2010), who carried out similar assimilations using IFEOM with a maximum
of 3000 iterations.)
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4.1.4 First guess solution
For a meaningful and relatively fast solution, it is most important to provide the
inverse model with a reasonable ﬁrst guess for the control variables (density at each
node of the model grid). We use the outcome of a long-term IFEOM model run that
was ﬁt to the climatology data only (Gouretski and Koltermann, 2004, and no ad-
ditional data sets). Therefore at the starting point of the actual minimization and
assimilation of additional data, the climatology and the advection-diﬀusion equations
are already in good balance with each other. The ﬁrst guess solution already served
as a reference model run in Richter (2010) and some of its oceanographic features are
shown in ﬁgure 4.2.
The ﬁrst guess solution is very smooth and remains close to the climatology of
Gouretski and Koltermann (2004). Whereas the ﬁrst guess MDT looks reasonable,
the barotropic stream function reveals too strong a Subpolar Gyre compared to e.g.
Dijkstra (2008), Pinet (1998) and many others. The most striking feature is the anti-
cyclonic circulation in the Norwegian Sea. This has not been observed and contradicts
the general conception of the circulation in the Nordic Seas (see for example Hop-
kins, 1991). Apart from that, the most important currents in the North Atlantic area
described for example by Tomczak and Godfrey (1994), Pinet (1998) or on http://
oceancurrents.rsmas.miami.edu/atlantic/atlantic.html(28 Oct 2011) can be
found in the model solution and are well represented.
Evaluation of integrated values is not always straightforward. Whereas the MDT
(ﬁgure 4.2a) represents the surface circulation in a geostrophic system, the barotro-
pic stream function (ﬁgure 4.2b) is integrated over depth. Therefore the “true” shape
of the Subtropical Gyre is partly hidden by deep inﬂow from the south. The MOC
(ﬁgure 4.2c) is integrated over circles of latitude. These include two diﬀerent ocean
basins north of 60◦N and the American Mediterranean Sea between 10◦N and 30◦N.
A reasonable Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) is computed with a max-
imum of 18 Sv as in Cunningham et al. (2007) and Rayner et al. (2011) who give
18.7 ± 5.6 Sv and 18.7 ± 4.8 Sv, respectively. However, this maximum is expected
to occur 10 to 15 degrees further north (Richter, 2010). Meridional heat transports
calculated from the ﬁrst guess estimate are very small compared to those of other
authors (see ﬁgure 4.14 and references therein). Particularly the low latitudes are
considerably underestimated, whereas at about 36◦N, we ﬁnd good agreement (see
ﬁgure 4.14d). At higher latitudes, the ﬁrst guess estimate exceeds others (see ﬁgures
4.14e and 4.14f). Overall, despite some deﬁciencies, the ﬁrst guess seems to be a
suitable starting point for the assimilation of data that will improve the model.
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Fig. 4.2: Oceanographic features of the First Guess: (a) Mean dynamic topography,
(b) Barotropic stream function, contour interval 5 Sv, (c) Meridional Overturning
Circulation, contour interval 2 Sv, (d) Meridional heat transports in Petawatt.
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4.2 Results with IFEOM
This section provides a series of diﬀerent IFEOM model solutions all of which include
the new MDT estimate. This MDT estimate was developed and computed at the
Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation (IGG) at the University of Bonn and was
made available to the AWI within the framework of the project Rifugio. On the basis
of this project, the solutions are named “RifXY”, where the number XY stands for the
modelling progress. A higher number means improvement compared to a model run
with a lower number. An overview is given in table 4.1. The items in the left column
will be explained in detail in the following sections.
Rif01 Rif02 Rif03 Rif04 Rif05
weighting factor α = 7 X X X X X
reﬁned omission error model 8 X X X X
resolution 1◦ × 1◦ 8 8 X X X
2 months of GOCE data 8 8 8 X X
7 months of GOCE data 8 8 8 8 X
Table 4.1: Overview of the preconditions for IFEOM model solutions Rif01, Rif02,
Rif03, Rif04 and Rif05.
A key aspect is the determination of the weights in the optimization which the
following sections are dedicated to. After the improving steps from table 4.1, the
structure of the ﬁnal Rif05 solution is investigated in detail in section 4.2.6.
4.2.1 Determination of weights
In the weighted least-squares method, the quadratic deviations of measured data from
the forward model output are weighted by the inverse of their respective error cova-
riances. In this way, data with large errors are considered less important in the ﬁtting
procedure, while accurate data with small errors are emphasized (Thacker and Long,
1988). This approach is straightforward as long as an appropriate error description
is available. The squared model residuals represent another part of the cost function
for which some weighting terms are necessary. Specifying the error resulting from dis-
cretization, incorrect bathymetry description etc. is not straightforward and requires
special care. However, because the solution is strongly determined by the weights,
choosing them is a crucial part of inverse modelling (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002).
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4.2.1.1 The First Guess solution
As described before in section 4.1.4, the ﬁrst guess used in this study is the output
of the inverse ocean model IFEOM that was ﬁt to climatology data. Data and model
terms are well balanced due to an elaborate choice of weights. Richter (2010) used
as a priori estimation for the temperature and salinity climatology data 2.48K and
0.35PSU, respectively. These values decrease down to 0.26K and 0.037PSU in the
deep ocean where changes are small. The coastlines and the open boundary are also
considered separately.
In the regularization term of the cost function, the residuals of temperature and
salinity in the advection-diﬀusion equations are weighted by the inverse of a squared
model drift of 10.7Ky−1 and 1.5PSU y−1.
Weighting factors for smoothness of temperature and salinity and for the DVC
(deep velocity constraint) were adjusted manually by Richter (2010) and Sidorenko
(2004). Below 2000m, the velocities are allowed to vary by 1.4 cm s−1 from the for-
ward model run. Leading to a model solution with all penalty terms at approximately
the same scale, this facilitates the search for a global minimum and avoids that the
solution is completely dominated by one feature or data set.
Introducing the new highly accurate MDT data set implies using its inverse error
description as cost function weights. In our situation, we are even provided with a
complete MDT error covariance for the ﬁrst time ever. Unfortunately, assimilating the
new data in this way leads to a highly overweighted MDT, resulting in an unrealistic
ocean circulation. The reason for this behaviour will be investigated in the following
sections.
4.2.1.2 Statistical methods for weight definition
In many cases deﬁning appropriate weights to individual cost function terms is a
challenge. In many cases, errors are not known or even error sources are unclear. Re-
gularization terms are often used whose inﬂuence has to be balanced with the main
part of the system (Hansen, 2005). In this situation without suﬃcient deterministic
information, one can gain knowledge from statistical approaches.
The most commonly used statistical concept is that of maximum entropy. This
computationally expensive task can be bypassed by using an approximation, namely
the maximum data cost (Kivman et al., 2001).
Another very elegant way of parameter estimation is to construct a plot of the
cost function term of the regularized solution versus the corresponding residual on
a log-log scale. Under certain assumptions, this leads to a very characteristic shape,
the so-called “L-curve”. The sought-after parameter is situated in the corner, at the
point with the largest curvature. If the L-curve is deﬁned by a computable and twice
continuously diﬀerentiable formula, this can even be determined analytically (Hansen
and O’Leary, 1993).
However, application of these methods fails for the IFEOM model as they rely on
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the existence of a maximum or a L-shaped curve, respectively. This might be connec-
ted to a phenomenon that is investigated by Hanke (1996) using the example of the
sideways heat equation1. He uses the L-curve method to determine the parameter α
in the minimization problem ‖yδ − Kx‖2 + α‖x‖2 −→ min where yδ is the given
data, contaminated by noise δ. The penalty term α‖x‖2 stabilizes the solution. This
method is also known as Tikhonov regularization.
This problem is equivalent to ours seen as 1
α
‖yδ −Kx‖2 + ‖Kˆx‖2 −→ min with
some regularization (model) operator Kˆ and data yδ with weight 1
α
. This way of wri-
ting is more favourable in our case as the “regularization” consists of several already
scaled terms and the data term ‖yδ −Kx‖2 is the new input whose weighting shall
be investigated here.
Hanke now proves that in the general case, the α resulting from the L-curve method
grows quadratically with error δ decreasing. This is exactly what one would expect
from the deterministic least-squares point of view. The numerical example however
demonstrates that this quadratic increase of parameter α is too large and therefore
the results become biased and erroneous when the error estimate δ approaches zero.
One assumption in using the simple weighted least-squares method is that there
are no or only negligibly small errors in variables other than the measured data yδ.
Violation of this precondition is widespread in practice and therefore its implications
are analysed in the literature for several applications, see e.g. de Brauwere et al. (2005),
Bruzzone and Moreno (1998). In our case, considering the penalty term ‖yδ −Kx‖2
with Kx representing the model MDT, investigation of the accuracy of the model
MDT in comparison to the data MDT is necessary. Bruzzone and Moreno (1998) give
a condition stating that error(model MDT)error(data MDT) ≪ 1 is required for neglecting the model
MDT error. If this cannot be satisﬁed, the eﬀective variance method of Barker and
Diana (1974) has to be applied. De Brauwere et al. (2005) provide detailed instructi-
ons in how the reﬁned covariance matrix can be constructed.
Assuming the IFEOM model error cannot be neglected compared to the highly
accurate MDT data set, there is still no appropriate description of the model error
part that is necessary for the reﬁnement of the covariance matrix. Therefore other
methods are needed for the determination of some reasonable weighting factor α in
the cost function J = 1
α
JMDT+JIFEOM. In the following, three diﬀerent attempts are
tested and compared to each other.
1The sideways heat equation is a model of a problem where one wants to determine the tempe-
rature on both sides of a thick wall, but where one side is inaccessible to measurements:
ut = uxx, 0 < x < ∞, 0 < t < ∞
u(x, 0) = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ ∞,
where the temperature profile is measured at y = u(1, · ) and the boundary values u(0, t), t > 0, are
sought. This kind of problem is a frequently occurring situation in many remote sensing applications.
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4.2.1.3 Approach 1: Minimum model MDT error (MMME)
At the current state of research, we are not able to calculate an accurate error estimate
for the IFEOMMDT that is compared to the measured MDT data in the least-squares
ﬁt. However, we can think of a lower bound for this error, precisely the lowest model
MDT error that still allows a sensible least squares optimization. To make the LSF
solution lie within the standard deviation of the data as well as the standard deviation
of the model, we need to satisfy
|MDTdata −MDTmodel| ≤ σdata + σmodel
at each grid point, see sketch in ﬁgure 4.3. Thus
(|MDTdata −MDTmodel| − σdata)2 = min{σ2model}
is deﬁned as a minimal model MDT error and added on the diagonal of the MDT
data covariance.
σmodel σdata
◭ ◭
◭
◮◮
◮
model data
model - data diﬀerence
Fig. 4.3: Reasonable model-data diﬀerences should be smaller than the sum of model
standard deviation and data standard deviation.
The diagonal of the data covariance σ2data is used in this calculation which largely
overestimates the data variance due to the neglection of the error correlation. So the
resulting min{σ2model} is still too small compared to the true value, but gives a lower
bound.
The maximum eigenvalue of the inverse MDT error covariance is 9026.6m−2 in
the model run Rif05 (see section 4.2.5). The maximum eigenvalue of the combined
eﬀective inverse covariance matrix calculated above is 2731.4m−2. As we want to
keep the structure of the actual inverse data covariance instead of using the combined
eﬀective inverse covariance based on model-data discrepancies, we compute the factor
α as the fraction of the maximum eigenvalues of the respective inverse covariance
matrices
9026.6m−2
2731.4m−2
= 3.3048 ≈ 3.3 = αMMME
and use 1
α
Wη in equation (4.21). In this way, this approach provides us with a lower
boundary for the factor α.
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4.2.1.4 Approach 2: Minimum penalty variance (MPV)
In a well balanced model-data system, none of the diﬀerent penalty terms in the cost
function should dominate the others to a large extent after optimization (Loza, S.
and Sidorenko, D., pers. comm.). This is due to the weighting by the inverse error
covariances - if some terms of the cost function diﬀer in scale from others, it means
that weights were not chosen appropriately for the data-model comparison. It is not
necessary that the penalty terms are equal, but it is very unlikely that they are of
diﬀerent scale.
If the weighting factor α is very small, the penalty term for the MDT becomes
much larger then the other ones, leading to a solution completely determined by the
MDT data. The penalty terms are of diﬀerent scale, thus their variance is high as
shown in ﬁgure 4.4. Similarly, a very large α causes underweighting of the MDT data
und a high penalty term variance. In between, we ﬁnd the optimum for the IFEOM
model system at the minimum penalty variance parameter αMPV = 7.
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Fig. 4.4: Penalty variance normalized by overall cost in dependence
of weighting factor α. A minimum is found at α = 7.
4.2.1.5 Approach 3: Maximum model entropy (MME)
To analyse the behaviour of IFEOM subject to MDT datasets with errors of diﬀe-
rent magnitude, the following experiment was designed. The ﬁrst guess MDT is taken
as reality and disturbed by random Gaussian errors with zero mean and diﬀerent
constant standard deviations. In a series of simulations, the resulting datasets are
assimilated back into the IFEOM model, using the inverses of the squared standard
deviations as weights in the cost function.
In this way, the weighting is consistent with the actual deviation of the synthetic
data from the ﬁrst guess and with the way we deﬁne the respective covariance matri-
ces using the “real” data with “real” error estimates.
The ﬁt to the data becomes monotonically better with decreasing error, also in
the relative sense (posterior deviationprior error ). In contrast, the ﬁt to the model behaves non-
monotonically as shown in ﬁgure 4.5. The mean squared posterior deviations from the
ﬁrst guess solution show a strong peak while the prior model errors are kept constant.
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We interpret this peak as a region in the model space that advances maximum model
entropy in the sense of Kivman et al. (2001). The location of the maximum is found by
ﬁtting a parabola to the model ﬁt plot on a log-log scale. That means we ﬁt a function
of the type f(x) = 10c ·xa lnx+b and calculate its maximum location analytically. We
get xmax = exp (−ba ) = 0.0577m as the disturbing error that maximizes the model
entropy in the optimization. Thus the eigenvalues of the respective weighting matrix
equal 0.0577−2m−2 and the weighting factor α becomes
9026.6m−2
0.0577−2m−2
= 30.0522 ≈ 30 = αMME.
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Fig. 4.5: MME approach: Model cost in dependence of prior data error,
parabolic ﬁt (cyan) and maximum point of ﬁt (magenta)
4.2.1.6 Conclusion
Approach 1 provides only a lower bound for the weighting factor αMMME = 3.3. This
boundary is consistent with the results of approach 2 and 3 that return αMPV = 7
and αMME = 30. We will investigate the eﬀect of the two diﬀerent factors αMPV and
αMME for tuning the cost function of IFEOM in the next step.
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4.2.2 Impact of weighting factors
For demonstrating the impact of the weighting factors, the example of the Rif05 so-
lution (see section 4.2.5 or, for a quick check, table 4.1) is used. However, the same
eﬀects can also be seen in all other solutions. The ﬁndings detailed in this section are
illustrated in table 4.2 and ﬁgure 4.6.
In the least-squares ﬁt optimization procedure, the model is searching for the best
compromise between the ﬁrst guess and the new data (MDT). Downweighting the
data by a factor α = 30 leads to a solution “resembling” the ﬁrst guess, while a weigh-
ting factor of α = 7 produces a slightly better ﬁt to the MDT data.
Therefore, with α = 7 we observe higher maxima of the stream function, of the
Meridional Overturning Circulation and also of the meridional heat transports. The
Gulf Stream and the Mann Eddy at approximately 42◦N, 43◦W are more pronoun-
ced, the MDT gradient across the Gulf Stream is steeper. For α = 7, the MOC is
considerably stronger between 0◦N and 20◦N.
As already stated by Richter (2010), this indicates inconsistency of the MDT data
with the boundary condition on the Southern boundary of the model domain. The
barotropic transports computed by a prognostic ocean model also described by Rich-
ter (2010) are prescribed on the Southern boundary. This prognostic model does not
incorporate any measurements of MDT or velocity and diﬀers substantially from the
MDT data information. As no error estimate is provided together with the prognostic
model run, we appreciate the changes to the MOC by the MDT data, so that the
weighting factor α = 7 seems more appropriate than α = 30.
This is also supported by a recent study of Knudsen et al. (2011) who evaluate the
geodetic satellite-only MDTs against the Maximenko MDT (Maximenko et al., 2009)
which incorporates in-situ drifter data. The authors observe similar features as the
above mentioned (sharpening of currents and increased velocities) and substantiate
their likeliness via comparison to the combined Maximenko MDT.
α = 7 α = 30
stream function maximum 55.6 Sv 53.8 Sv
overturning maximum 23.7 Sv 22.9 Sv
heat transports maximum 1.76PW 1.66PW
Table 4.2: Comparison of selected oceanographic diagnostics
for weighting factors α = 7 and α = 30.
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Fig. 4.6: Comparison of oceanographic features of the solution Rif05 from section
4.2.5, for α = 7 and α = 30: (a) Mean dynamic topography, α = 7, (b) Mean
dynamic topography, α = 30, (c) Meridional Overturning Circulation diﬀerence,
“MOC(α = 7) −MOC(α = 30)”, contour interval 0.5 Sv, (d) Meridional heat trans-
ports in Petawatt
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4.2.3 Impact of omission error model
To investigate the inﬂuence of the omission error (see section 2.1.3) models on the
solution, the stochastic model introduced in section 2.4.3 is speciﬁed further. Two
extreme cases have been analysed on a two degree grid. These and also another case
in between the two extremes are presented in Becker et al. (2012).
In the ﬁrst case, we make the assumption that no further a priori information
about the signal content of the gravity ﬁeld is known beyond degree and order 240.
A reduction of the signal S by a deterministic approximation of the mean sea surface
enables us to compute an empirical auto-covariance function and thus to assemble
the covariance matrix ΣempS . The expectation value is assumed to be zero due to the
reduction by the deterministic model, resulting in the stochastic characteristics of S:
E{S} = 0 := ∆lMSS, Σ{S} = ΣempS := Σ∆MSS (4.22)
The IFEOM solution using this omission error model is called Rif01, see also Becker
et al. (2012).
In the second - contradicting - case, we assume extensive knowledge about the
omission domain. The information of the gravity ﬁeld model EGM08 (Pavlis et al.,
2008) is used to reduce the mean sea surface by the geoid signal in the range bet-
ween degree and order 241 and 2160. The EGM08 provides estimates of error degree
variances σ2n,EGM08 which are used to estimate the accuracy of the geoid height infor-
mation. Beyond degree and order 2160, Kaula’s rule of thumb is introduced as prior
information: X cs4 ∼ N (0,Σsmoothcs4 ). The omission part of the covariance function thus
reads
Cov(N(r, φ, λ), N(r′, φ′, λ′)) =
G2M2
R2γ(B)γ(B′)
2160∑
n=241
R2(n+1)
(rr′)n+1
σ2n,EGM08Pn(cosψ)
+
G2M2
R2γ(B)γ(B′)
∞∑
n=2160
R2(n+1)
(rr′)n+1
σ2nPn(cosψ) (4.23)
with Legendre polynomials Pn(cosψ) and spherical distance ψ. Combining the diﬀe-
rent frequency domains results in
ES = ∆lEGM08 := ∆lMSS (4.24)
ΣS = ΣEGM08S1 +Σ
Kaula
S2 = Σ∆MSS (4.25)
The IFEOM solution using this omission error model is called Rif02.
Leaving the omission error model undetermined up to the statistics as in the Rif01
model gives little improvement over the ﬁrst guess. Even with weighting factor α = 7,
the solution is still determined by the prior guess, compare ﬁgure 4.7 and ﬁgure
4.2. Features like the weak Gulf Stream, low heat transports and the anticyclonic
circulation in the Nordic Seas are still present. The error description and thus the
weighting of the data cost term is not suﬃcient to improve the solution. In contrast,
using the second omission error model leads to increased weights and thus to changes
like the ones described in the previous section, see ﬁgures 4.9a and 4.9d. Therefore,
from now on, we always use the second modelling approach assuming considerable
knowledge about the omission error.
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Fig. 4.7: Oceanographic features of the solution Rif01 with α = 7: (a) Mean dyna-
mic topography, (b) Barotropic stream function, contour interval 5 Sv, (c) Meridional
Overturning Circulation, contour interval 2 Sv, (d) Meridional heat transports in Pe-
tawatt.
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4.2.4 Impact of resolution
In the previous section, the combined MDT was only calculated on a 2◦ subgrid of
the North Atlantic IFEOM mesh and the modelled MDT was interpolated to the
ocean’s coarse grid. Now, the computation is extended to the actual 1◦ grid of the
ocean model IFEOM and the resulting model solution is named Rif03.
Applying the MDT on a 1◦ grid leads to a less smooth solution revealing more
details of the circulation. The Meridional Overturning is enforced in the region near
the Southern boundary as well as between 30 and 45◦N. Obviously this is related
with the intensiﬁed Gulf Stream and Mann Eddy in these latitudes. Meridional heat
transports are ampliﬁed as well south of 45◦N, most noticable the strong peak bet-
ween 35◦N and 40◦N. North of approximately 45◦N, the changed MDT grid does not
modify the heat transports considerably.
Flow from the North Atlantic into the Nordic Seas is better reproduced in the mo-
del solution Rif03. In ﬁgure 4.8, it can be seen that there is only little mean ﬂow across
the Iceland-Faroe Ridge, but ﬂow through the channels has increased and transports
several Sverdrups more across the topographic features. For more details concerning
topography in this area, consider e.g. Hansen and Østerhus (2000). The resolution of
the ocean grid itself did not change proceeding from Rif02 to Rif03, thus the eﬀect
observed is not the same as found by Oka and Hasumi (2006). They show by model-
ling experiments that the representation of the overturning circulation is dependent
on model resolution, mostly due to the delicate topography in the northern North
Atlantic. A traditional way to overcome the topographic blocking due to coarse reso-
lution is prescribing known surface ﬂuxes as boundary conditions. Assimilating MDT
data is comparable via inducing surface currents as long as resolution is not coarser
than the ocean model grid.
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Fig. 4.8: Stream function diﬀerences between
solutions Rif03 and Rif02 in the North East
North Atlantic.
It can also be seen from ﬁgure 4.9 that the resolution of the MDT plays an im-
portant role for the modelling output. All the following results therefore used a MDT
that was computed on the 1◦ grid.
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Fig. 4.9: Oceanographic features of the solutions with diﬀerent MDT data resolution:
(a) Mean dynamic topography: Rif02, (b) Mean dynamic topography: Rif03, (c) Meri-
dional Overturning diﬀerence, contour interval 0.5 Sv, (d) Meridional heat transports
in Petawatt.
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4.2.5 Impact of 2 months and 7 months of GOCE data
Launched in March 2009, the satellite mission GOCE (see section 2.1.1) became ope-
rational in October 2009 (Steiger et al., 2010). The ﬁrst level-2 gravity products are
available since 2010 (Pail et al., 2010). In this study, we ﬁrst incorporated 2 months of
GOCE data in the MDT computation and named the corresponding IFEOM solution
Rif04. Later on, 7 months of GOCE data were used when they were available, leading
to the solution named Rif05.
Modiﬁcations achieved by the new data set are slight but noteworthy. The diﬀe-
rence plots of the MDT to the GRACE only solution (4.10a and 4.10b) reveal that
striping eﬀects are present in the solutions, although they are too small to be visible in
the solutions themselves. Already 2 months of the new GOCE data suﬃce to uncover
the striping eﬀect north of 60◦N where the oscillations and therefore the deviations
from the ﬁrst guess are highest. Using the full 7 months of available GOCE data does
not perform any more modiﬁcations to the high latitudes but results in small stripy
changes almost all over the model domain down to 20◦N.
We have a closer look at one of the areas of the largest changes, that is the Green-
land Sea along latitude 73.5◦N. Figure 4.11a presents the MDTs of the solutions Rif03,
Rif04 and Rif05 along this section. Small oscillations on the grid scale are visible, how-
ever of an amplitude far below 1 cm which is below the accuracy of the GOCE data.
Comparison of the MDT results with the actual data input (ﬁgure 4.11b, 4.11c and
4.11d) shows that the oscillations observed in the results are obviously the remainders
of much larger oscillations in the MDT data. As already mentioned in section 2.4.4,
the MDT data itself without its covariance information is not smooth. Only using its
error covariance information content via an assimilation procedure reveals the beneﬁt
of the approach. The grid scale oscillations are almost completely removed from the
MDT in the solutions. This result cannot be attributed to the smoothness conditions
implemented in the ocean model! The MDT is heavily weighted in the least-squares
optimization due to the Rifugio error estimates. Therefore a good data ﬁt in terms
of its covariance structure is favoured by the model over sticking to the smooth ﬁrst
guess estimate. Hence, Reduction of amplitudes during the optimization procedure
is not due to model smoothing but a result of the MDT error covariance. Thus we
directly observe the beneﬁt of the Rifugio approach.
The oscillations of the MDT data decrease from approach Rif03 to Rif05, with
an amplitude range of 90 cm for Rif03, 54 cm for Rif04 and 44 cm for Rif05 (conside-
ring only the section along 73.5◦N in the Greenland Sea). This decrease in oscillations
is probably due to the more accurate GOCE data used in the models Rif04 and Rif05.
The circulation itself is modiﬁed only to a minimal extent which can be seen in
the virtually identical meridional heat transports (ﬁgure 4.10e) and the small stream
function changes of less than a Sverdrup (ﬁgure 4.10c). This reﬂects consistency of
the new GOCE data with the combined GRACE-IFEOM-MDT Rif03.
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Fig. 4.10: Oceanographic features of the solution with GOCE data, Rif04 and Rif05:
(a) Mean dynamic topography diﬀerence Rif04-Rif03, (b) Mean dynamic topography
diﬀerence Rif05-Rif03, (c) Barotropic stream function diﬀerence Rif05-Rif03, contour
interval 0.1 Sv, (d) Meridional Overturning diﬀerence Rif05-Rif03, contour interval
0.05 Sv, (d) Meridional heat transports in Petawatt.
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Fig. 4.11: “Striping eﬀects” on a latitudinal section across the Greenland Sea at 73.5◦N:
(a) IFEOM MDT: model solutions Rif03, Rif04, Rif05, (b) Rif03: MDT data and
model result, (c) Rif04: MDT data and model result, (d) Rif05: MDT data and model
result.
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4.2.6 Final IFEOM solution
An overview of the IFEOM solutions Rif01 to Rif05 is given in table 4.1. Selected
oceanographic features of our best IFEOM solution, Rif05, are presented in ﬁgure
4.12. The weighting factor α = 7 was used in the computation. The MDT was given
on a 1◦ grid with omission error model as in Rif02 and utilizing the full 7 months of
available GOCE data.
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Fig. 4.12: Oceanographic features of the ﬁnal IFEOM solution Rif05: (a) Mean dyna-
mic topography, (b) Barotropic stream function, contour interval 5 Sv, (c) Meridional
Overturning Circulation, contour interval 2 Sv, (d) Meridional heat transports in Pe-
tawatt.
Improvements over the ﬁrst guess solution (ﬁgure 4.2) are numerous. The Gulf
Stream is stronger and more of its small scale structure becomes visible. The Subtro-
pical Gyre is better represented in the Rif05 solution as well as the Mann Eddy. The
latter could not be detected in the ﬁrst guess. The circulation in the Norwegian Sea
is corrected by the data assimilation towards an anticyclonic ﬂow and the circulation
between the Nordic Seas and the Atlantic Ocean is improved. The Meridional Over-
turning Circulation is strengthened, particularly the cell between 7◦N and 20◦N which
was too weak in the ﬁrst guess estimate compared to the “AltArgo” model runs by
Richter (2010). Meridional heat transports are increased considerably 7◦N and 55◦N
and to a smaller extent between 65◦N and 75◦N. The structure of the heat transports
is similar, apart from a strong peak between roughly 35◦N and 40◦N. This peak can
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Fig. 4.13: Velocities and temperature at a longitudinal section across the Gulf Stream:
(a) Area of particular interest: 70◦W, 30◦N to 45◦N, (b) Diﬀerences of IFEOM solution
Rif05 to Richter’s solution, at 70◦W, between 30◦N and 45◦N, (c) Richter’s solution
at 70◦W, (d) IFEOM Rif05 solution at 70◦W.
clearly be attributed to the intensiﬁcation of the Gulf Stream in the new model.
Diﬀerences in Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current velocities and across-stream
temperatures as presented in ﬁgure 4.13b may possibly be attributed to a southward
shift of the current system. It becomes obvious in ﬁgures 4.13c and 4.13d that this is
not true. The model reacts to the steeper MDT data input in two distinct ways: The
geostrophic velocity is adjusted by about 10 cm s−1 to match the increased across-
stream density gradient. At the same time the density gradient is increased by a
modiﬁcation in temperature which was increased from 23 ◦C to 25 ◦C at the southern
boundary of the current and decreased from 6 ◦C to 5 ◦C at the northern boundary.
These changes are well within the a priori assumed errors. Hence, both across-stream
temperature diﬀerence and along-stream velocity are higher in the Rif05 solution than
in Richter’s work.
IFEOM is a stationary model, i.e. time variability is not included. Thus we de-
scribe a steady state such as a monthly average which does not exist in reality. Not
only the time-dependent data is conﬂicting with this approach, but also physical pro-
cesses cannot be represented properly in this type of model. The high variability of
the oceanic system is well known and an example for the heat transport varying bet-
ween diﬀerent time spans can be found in Koltermann et al. (1999). Lorbacher and
Koltermann (2000) quantify the annual variability to 30% in the heat transports and
to 20% in the Meridional Overturning rate. However, the assumption that large-scale
baroclinic interior ﬂow does not vary on seasonal or shorter time scales can be justi-
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ﬁed (Bryden et al., 2005) and constitutes the background for our modelling approach.
Comparison to other authors’ ﬁndings is diﬃcult though, because diﬀerent data sets
from diﬀerent decades are used and evaluated. Figure 4.14 can therefore only give an
impression of whether orders of magnitude coincide with common belief.
For the low latitudes (ﬁgures 4.14a and 4.14b), a very high variability due to the
strong wind dependence of the heat transports is expected (Klein et al., 1995). The
stationary IFEOM used for this study does not incorporate external wind data, and
given the strong dependence on the boundary condition along 4◦N, this model is not
applicable for the tropics. IFEOM heat transport estimates are relatively small at
these latitudes however mainly inﬂuenced by the boundary condition at the Southern
boundary of the model domain. At latitudes around 24◦N, there are numerous estima-
tes of heat transport available of which most agree with ours within errorbars (ﬁgure
4.14c). The increase of the North Atlantic Current in the IFEOM solutions is reﬂec-
ted in a sharp peak in the meridional heat transports at 36◦N which is not consistent
with estimates of other authors given in ﬁgure 4.14d. In our step-by-step-procedure
of improving the model as described in the previous sections, this sharp peak occurs
ﬁrst when the MDT data is given on a 1◦ grid. In contrast to all other MDT estimates
known to the author, the Rifugio MDT is the only one which has not been treated by
explicit additional smoothing. Thus it is able to accurately represent this feature of
ocean circulation. However, given the variablity of the ﬂow ﬁeld, this is not to be over-
interpreted. At higher latitudes (ﬁgures 4.14e and 4.14f), the IFEOM model results in
higher heat transports than are usually estimated, independent of whether Richter’s
data and method or the Rifugio approach is applied. There are two possible reasons
for this. First, the IFEOM model circulation is subject to the closed boundaries app-
lied in the polar areas, and the rather shallow and ﬁnely structured bathymetry in the
Nordic Seas. Second, the satellite data quality deteriorates at higher latitudes which
leads to less adjustment of the model to the data.
The overall maximum of the Meridional Overturning stream function (MOC) and
its maximum values at speciﬁc latitudinal sections are given in table 4.3. The estima-
tes of Rif05 are a bit higher than those of Richter (2010) throughout. However, they
agree with most other estimates presented in the table. The large range of the values
and the few error estimates demonstrate again the high uncertainty of the results.
Consider for example Cunningham et al. (2007) for the interannual variability of the
MOC (5.6-34.9 Sv) or Köhl and Stammer (2008) for a 50-year time series estimate of
the North Atlantic MOC.
As already stated in section 4.2.2, the improvement of the ocean current struc-
ture due to the new model resemble those found by Knudsen et al. (2011) when
they analysed the new GOCE data. Surprisingly, using the Rifugio approach, these
improvements occur already by improved modelling (solutions Rif02 and Rif03), with-
out using the GOCE data. Incorporating the GOCE data does not lead to further
signiﬁcant changes of the result. The detailed structure of the ocean currents achieved
by the Rifugio modelling approach was already contained in the GRACE data and
its error covariance!
However, given the higher accuracy and resolution of the GOCE data, an a pos-
teriori error estimate would be highly reduced by the new MDT data. Currently, this
cannot be computed for the IFEOM solutions, but would be possible by the iterative
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Fig. 4.14: Heat transports across diﬀerent latitudinal sections and comparison to
other estimates: (a) Heat transports across 7◦N-8◦N, (b) Heat transports across 11◦N-
14.5◦N, (c) Heat transports across 24◦N-25◦N, (d) Heat transports across 36◦N,
(e) Heat transports across 47◦N-48◦N, (f) Heat transports across 55◦N-60◦N. The
estimate of Rif05 is almost identical to those of the ﬁrst guess in (e) and (f).
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inversion technique described by Yaremchuk and Nechaev (2001). Therefore, setting
up of the Hessian matrix of the cost function will be the next step in the future work
with the IFEOM model.
Reconsidering the weighting process described at the beginning of this chapter,
another ﬁnding is the superiority of the MPV (Minimum Penalty Variance) approach
(section 4.2.1.4) over the MME (MaximumModel Entropy) approach (section 4.2.1.5).
This must not be true in general, but in our case it shows that the satellite data are
actually good enough to be weighted heavily. The ocean model IFEOM draws large
beneﬁt from the thoroughly processed satellite MDT.
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Table 4.3: Meridional Overturning Circulation estimates of diﬀerent authors. Those
which do not agree with the Rif05 solution are shown in italics.
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4.3 Further analysis of the results
In this section, at ﬁrst the goodness of ﬁt of the IFEOM model is investigated. After-
wards, the MDT error covariance and its inﬂuence on the model result is analysed.
Finally, the two most promising IFEOM solutions, Rif05 and RifCov3-45, are compa-
red to the CLS09 MDT.
4.3.1 Goodness of fit
The iterative optimization process in the ocean model IFEOM must not necessarily
converge to a meaningful result. This may be due to false prior modelling assumpti-
ons, inconsistent data sets, inappropriate error estimates or simply numerical issues.
Therefore the model result has to be checked carefully. The following sections present
diﬀerent approaches for evaluation of the goodness of ﬁt.
4.3.1.1 Decrease of cost function
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Fig. 4.15: Decrease of the IFEOM cost function
As shown in ﬁgure 4.15, the IFEOM cost function decreases considerably during
the ﬁrst 2000 iterations. At each model run, 5000 iterations are conducted to ensure
that a minimum is found. However, no big changes occur in the second half of the
optimization.
4.3.1.2 χ2 statistic
From a meaningful optimization, we expect the posterior model-data deviations to
be signiﬁcantly smaller than the a priori assumed errors. As the inverse squared prior
errors represent the weights used in the cost function, it is required that each term of
the cost function
2 ·Ji = (data−model)Ti Wi(data−model)i (4.26)
= (data−model)Ti (prior error)−2i (data−model)i
be close to zero after the optimization. More precisely, a normal distribution with
mean 0 and variance 1 is expected for each term (prior error)−1i (data−model)i. This
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leads to a cost function 2 ·J =∑Ni=1 2 ·Ji that is χ2N−M distributed with N −M de-
grees of freedom (Bennett, 2002). Here, N denotes the total number of adjusted data
values including additional assumptions, thus the total number of terms in the cost
function J . The number of adjustable model parameters is represented by M , and
thus the degrees of freedom in the Rif05 model run sum up to NRif05 −M =603735.
We get χ2603737 = 8447.6, and the probability of this χ
2
603737 value is 0.99999995.
In this optimization test, the null hypothesis is that the model ocean diﬀers from
the observational data only within the assumed errors. With a χ2 probability of
0.99999995, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at any reasonable level of signiﬁ-
cance. This means that it is not possible to demonstrate inconsistency of data and
model by this statistical test. However, by deﬁnition of the method, no positive state-
ment about consistency can be made either.
Theoretically, the expected value of χ2N−M equals the degrees of freedom:
E(χ2N−M ) = N −M . In the case of IFEOM, there is a large diﬀerence between the
χ2 test value and the number of degrees of freedom. On the one hand, this might
be due to the choice of the prior errors (weighting factors) which is critical for the
optimization process as shown in section 4.2.2. Other weighting factors produce very
diﬀerent results. Our result suggests that the prior errors may have been chosen too
large and could even be reduced. But this option must be considered very carefully
as it might only be a statistical eﬀect as shown in Steinkamp (2011).
On the other hand, the diﬀerence is also a consequence of the good model adjust-
ment already before adding the MDT data. The corresponding model weights and
parameters had already been balanced carefully by Richter (2010). His IFEOM model
run without MDT serves as a ﬁrst guess for our experiments, using Nfirst guess−M =
599070 theoretical degrees of freedom. This results in a ﬁnal cost function value of
2 · J(Yˆ ) = 4328.0, with a probability of 0.99999997. Now 4665 MDT terms are added
to the cost function and the number of degrees of freedom is increased by 4665. The
ﬁrst guess is already a good estimate (see 4.1.4) which is not modiﬁed to a very large
extent by the additional MDT data. Therefore the χ2 test is also not expected to
deviate considerably from the one of Richter’s (2010) estimate.
However, the Nfirst guess diﬀerent cost function terms do not represent indepen-
dent data points as it is required for a true χ2 distribution. Atlas data of temperature
and salinity were smoothed, interpolated and adjusted to the ocean physics before.
Therefore, also the residuals for the advection-diﬀusion equations are not independent
any longer. The velocity data are an output of the forward model run with the same
temperature T and salinity S. Smoothness conditions for T and S are implemented as
additional constraints in extra equations which could also be done in terms of an error
covariance, leading to 2 ·number of nodes = 234328 degrees of freedom less. For these
reasons, the “eﬀective” degrees of freedom are much less in the IFEOM model and
uncertain to determine (for more general information on eﬀective degrees of freedom,
consider e.g. Emery and Thomson, 2001).
Because the true number of eﬀective degrees of freedom is not known, the fol-
lowing thought experiment is conducted: The smallest possible number of degrees
of freedom is assumed for Richter’s (2010) model run such that it is just not possi-
ble to reject the null hypothesis on a 5 percent level of signiﬁcance (0.05). This is
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ﬁrst guess Rif05, Rif05, MDT term, MDT term,
α = 7 α = 1 α = 7 α = 1
N 833398 838063 838063 4665 4665
N −M 599070 603735 603735 4665 4665
N˜ −M 4483 9148 9148 N/A N/A
χ2 4328.0 8447.6 13900.0 1560.6 4756.1
Table 4.4: Comparison of the IFEOM model solution Rif05 with α = 7 and α = 1 to
the ﬁrst guess in terms of χ2 statistics.
N˜first guess −M = 4483 with a probability of 0.95043977. Keeping these “imaginary”
degrees of freedom in mind and adding the MDT data to the optimization results
in N˜Rif05 −M = 4483 + 4665 = 9148 ﬁnal degrees of freedom. Thus χ29148 = 8447.6
has a probability of 0.99999992. This shows that assimilation of the MDT data set in
the Rif05 model run with α = 7 does not contribute to possible rejection of the null
hypothesis. In contrast, the Rif05 model run with α = 1 results in χ29148 = 13900 with
a probability of 0. Thus we can reject the null hypothesis even at a level of signiﬁcance
of 10−7% or higher. The weighting factor α = 1 has produced an improbable result
and has led to inconsistency of data and model.
Now, the changes that are implied by the additional MDT data set are investigated.
Adding 4665 degrees of freedom to the model leads to an increase of the cost function
by 8447.6−4328.0 = 4119.6 (diﬀerence Rif05 solution - ﬁrst guess). The χ2 test is now
applied separately to this increase of the cost function. For 4665 additional degrees
of freedom, the test results in a probability of 0.99999997 showing a good statistical
agreement of the new data set and the prior model (ﬁrst guess). Even assuming very
few eﬀective degrees of freedom for the ﬁrst guess solution so that this model would be
rejected without any additional data, the addition of the MDT data still converts the
ﬁt into a good one that passes the hypothesis test with exceptionally high probability.
The χ2 test is now executed separately for the MDT part of the cost function.
With the weighting factor α = 7 used in this study, the χ2 test value is 1560.6 for
4665 degrees of freedom, leading to a probability of 0.99999998. Therefore, rejection
is again not possible and the optimization was performed successfully. In contrast to
this, consider a model run without additional MDT weighting factor (α = 1). In this
case, a χ2 value of 4756.1 is computed for the same number of degrees of freedom.
Although the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at a high level of signiﬁcance in this
case (only at signiﬁcance level 0.2, given the 20% chance of a wrong decision), it
shows that optimization was less successful. For a higher number of grid points, the
model-data diﬀerence could not be reduced below the threshold given by the prior
errors. This conﬁrms our choice of the weighting factor α = 7 from section 4.2.2.
The numerical values according to these ﬁndings are summarized in table 4.4.
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4.3.1.3 R2 statistic
We calculate an approximation of the coeﬃcient of determination R2 for the Rif05
solution:
R2 ≡ 1− residual sum of squares
total sum of squares
≈ 1− residual sum of squares
N · (sample variance) (4.27)
= 1− 2 ·J(Yˆ )
N
= 0.9899.
This can be interpreted as “98.99% of the overall variance are explained by the model”
whereas in the ﬁrst guess solution without MDT 99.48% of the variance are explained.
The adjusted R¯2 accounts for the number M of adjustable model parameters and
gives:
R¯2 = 1− (1−R2) · N − 1
N −M = 0.9860 (4.28)
meaning 98.60% of variance are explained by the model (99.28% for the ﬁrst guess
solution without MDT). The numerical values are summarized in table 4.5. They
show that the use of additional MDT data in the Rif05 model runs changes the
amount of explained variance only to a minimal extent. The statistical properties of
the model are not deteriorated by the additional data set. More detailed explanation
and derivation of the R2 statistic are given in Draper and Smith (1981).
ﬁrst guess Rif05, Rif05
α = 7 α = 1
R2 0.9948 0.9899 0.9834
R¯2 0.9928 0.9860 0.9770
Table 4.5: Comparison of the IFEOM model solution Rif05 with α = 7 and α = 1 to
the ﬁrst guess in terms of R2 statistics.
The coeﬃcient of determination R2 can be regarded as a squared correlation coef-
ﬁcient between the regressors and the outcomes, thus the observed and the modelled
values. Therefore R2 ∈ [0, 1] is a measure of goodness of ﬁt, and the high value can
show that the IFEOM model is perfectly suitable to explain the data variation. In
contrast, it could also mean that the prior errors have been chosen too large, a pos-
sibility already mentioned in section 4.3.1.2.
However, the values of R2 depend on the knowledge of the correct number of inde-
pendent data values N and on the actual applicability of the approximation in 4.27.
The correct number of N cannot be determined due to the large amount of additional
constraints in the ocean model, and the approximation 4.27 is questionable as there
are dependencies among the diﬀerent data sets and large diﬀerences between the error
variances. Therefore this method is not reliable in our case. Additionally, the actual
information content of the coeﬃcient of determination is emphatically argued about,
see e.g. Achen (1982): “But it makes little sense to base decisions on a statistic that
[...] measures nothing of serious importance.”
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In summary, we should avoid “diagonal”
weighting.
Andrew F. Bennett
Therefore, this subject is not extended here, but the section is closed with the
remark that the high percentage of explained variance from the ﬁrst guess is almost
preserved when the MDT data set is added in the Rif05 model run. It can be con-
cluded that the model explains the MDT data variance as well as the variance of the
other data sets used in the optimization.
4.3.2 Impact of the covariance
Adding an estimate of error covariance to the usual estimate of error variance has
several important implications that are discussed in this section. The probably most
obvious one is the smoothing eﬀect. The geodetic MDT is intentionally very rough,
because the relevant smoothness information is contained in the error covariance esti-
mate. The covariance matrix is inverted before it is used as a weighting matrix in the
optimization process. Therefore, the diagonals of the resulting weighting do not equal
the inverse variances as it is the case with a diagonal variance-covariance-matrix.
Thus the oﬀ-diagonals of the covariance matrix do not only impact the mixed MDT
terms in the cost function by the oﬀ-diagonals of the weighting matrix, but also the
quadratic terms via the diagonal components of the inverse covariance matrix.
4.3.2.1 Diagonal weights
Introducing covariances does not only change the oﬀ-diagonals of the weighting ma-
trix, but also the diagonal. In our case with the Rifugio covariance matrix, diagonal
weights become much higher: Inverting the covariance matrix without oﬀ-diagonals
leads to a mean diagonal weight of 165.3m−2 and a maximal diagonal weight of
318.6m−2. Inverting the full covariance matrix results in a mean diagonal weight of
1238.9m−2 and a maximal diagonal weight of 3001.8m−2.
This means not the actual mean variance of 0.008m2 is used in the optimization,
but an “eﬀective” mean variance induced by the oﬀ-diagonals of 0.002m2. The mean
standard deviation is decreased from 8.44 cm to an “eﬀective” value of 3.55 cm, see
also table 4.6.
Thus the adaptation of the model to the MDT data is much stronger in the non-
diagonal case with nonzero oﬀ-diagonals. The ratio of the mean diagonal weights in
both cases is
1238.9m−2
165.3m−2
= 7.49.
In the diagonal case we can therefore omit the weight decreasing factor α = 7 and
still get a reasonable (not overweighted) result! For comparison, we even have to set
α = 1, so that in both cases the MDT is weighted similarly and the only diﬀerence
are the oﬀ-diagonal terms. This IFEOM model run with diagonal covariance matrix
and weighting factor α = 1 is named RifCov1 and is shown in ﬁgure 4.16a. It can be
seen that the impact of the MDT data is less in the RifCov1 solution, although the
weighting factor α was omitted.
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Fig. 4.16: Impact of the error covariance on the optimization: subplots on the left hand
side show the result when only the variance (diagonal of the covariance matrix) is used,
those on the right hand side show the result when only the diagonal of the weight
matrix is used. (a) RifCov1 MDT, (b) RifCov2 MDT, α = 7, (c) MDT diﬀerence:
RifCov1 - Rif05, (d) MDT diﬀerence: RifCov2 - Rif05
The reason for these changes of the diagonal weights is the modiﬁed spectrum of
the covariance matrix. Adding covariances to our diagonal matrix increases the largest
eigenvalue and decreases the lowest which results in a smaller determinant compared
to the diagonal matrix’s one and therefore increases diagonal weights when the inverse
is calculated.
The diagonals are weighted diﬀerently than before because the observations are
not independent any more. Only by a rotation of the observations, diagonal weights
can be applied and interpreted as inverse variances again. This can be done by a sin-
gular value decomposition (Olbers, 1989); but this is not useful for our model because
it has several other components that we want to keep in their respective coordinate
system.
However, rather than by algebraic theory, the IFEOM model seems to be inﬂu-
enced mostly by the changes in the diagonal weights. This is not surprising conside-
ring the mean absolute value of the oﬀ-diagonals which is 1.9537m−2 compared to the
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diagonal mean value of 1238.9m−2. This diﬀerence in scale (1238.9m
−2
1.9537m−2 = 634.1301)
determines what is more important in the reduction of the cost function. The reason
for this diﬀerence in scale could be the small covariances compared to the variances.
Increasing the covariances by a constant factor of 1.5 for example results in a much
smaller mean diagonal/ oﬀ-diagonal weight ratio when the diagonal is kept constant:
205.5782m−2
175.1705m−2 = 1.1736. With this ratio, it would be more likely that the covariances
actually impact the optimization apart from diagonal weighting strength.
In order to prove that the most important impact of the error covariances is the
diagonal weighting, another IFEOM model run was conducted. Only the diagonal of
the original weighting matrix was used and the oﬀ-diagonal weights were simply set
to zero. The result is called RifCov2 and is shown in ﬁgure 4.16b. It is expected not to
diﬀer largely from the Rif05 solution if the assumption is true that the oﬀ-diagonals
of the weighting matrix have only small impact on the solution. The diﬀerence to the
Rif05 solution is presented in ﬁgure 4.16d. Diﬀerences are much smaller than those
between RifCov1 and Rif05 which are presented in ﬁgure 4.16c. This shows that the
error covariance induced changes to the diagonal of the weighting matrix are much
more important than those to the oﬀ-diagonal entries of the weighting matrix.
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Fig. 4.17: (a) Inverse of the diagonal of the Rifugio MDT error covariance matrix, (b)
Diagonal of the Rifugio weighting matrix P.
Both diagonals of the diagonal weighting matrices used in the experiments RifCov1
and RifCov2 are shown in ﬁgure 4.17. It is obvious from ﬁgure 4.17a that inverting
only the diagonal of the covariance matrix results in unrealistic weights. It is very un-
likely that there is a physical reason for the weights being constantly higher between
45◦N and 75◦N than anywhere else in the North Atlantic. Satellite tracks are closer
together at high latitudes. This may reduce the error variances, but will increase the
error covariance due to aliasing eﬀects. Inverting the full error covariance leads to the
diagonal weights shown in ﬁgure 4.17b. High latitudes do not stand out here and a
small impact of the major topographic features on the MDT error estimate can be
recognized such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, Bermuda Rise, Cape Verde islands. In the
areas of the abyssal plains, weights are generally highest and corresponding variances
therefore smallest. This physically more reasonable estimate conﬁrms that error co-
variances cannot be neglected due to their inﬂuence on the diagonal weights.
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4.3.2.2 Smoothing
As already claimed in section 4.2.5, the MDT error covariance leads to smoothing
of the MDT in the optimization. The experiment RifCov1 using the diagonal of the
covariance matrix for weighting was also performed to demonstrate this (see ﬁgure
4.16a).
Apart from the more pronounced Gulf stream and Mann Eddy in the original
Rif05 solution (with full covariance), the diﬀerences are small. Regarding smooth-
ness, the diﬀerences increase with latitude, where the solution with diagonal weights
is rougher. As already seen in section 4.2.5, a meridional striping eﬀect becomes ap-
parent in ﬁgure 4.16c. However, the eﬀect is small given the high smoothness of the
Rifugio solution which is due to incorporating very smooth climatology data and also
to implying explicit smoothness conditions in the IFEOM ocean model. These parts
of the model possibly hide the oscillations in the MDT data, so that a rougher ocean
model would perhaps be more suitable in this case to analyse the smoothness eﬀects
of the MDT error covariance.
That is why we have a closer look at the MDT data (ﬁgure 4.18a) and its covari-
ance. The MDT data are so rough that they are usually not presented alone, but only
in combination with their covariances (e.g. assimilated into an ocean model already).
We are now looking for a smoothing operator S, such that S applied to the MDT data
set looks smooth as e.g. the MDT shown in ﬁgure 4.18b. Additionally, we would like
to keep the ﬁne spatial structures of the data and lose as less information as possible.
This leads to the thoughts presented in the following.
Let the cost function term for the MDT be given by
fMDT = x
T
Px
with the model-data diﬀerence x = xdata − xmodel and the weighting matrix
P = inv(COV) being the inverse error covariance matrix. Then, due to symmetry and
positive deﬁniteness of P, we can decompose it in a unique way such that
P = ST ·D ·S (4.29)
where
√
D · S is the matrix square root of P. The diagonal matrix D is determined such
that each row of S sums up to one, so that S can be applied to the MDT as a smoothing
ﬁlter. In this way the inverse-covariance-weighted rough MDT term fMDT = xT ·P ·x
becomes the diagonally weighted smooth MDT term
fMDT = (S ·x)T ·D · (S · x). (4.30)
The ﬁlter S is shown for some arbitrarily chosen locations in ﬁgure 4.19. It is
bell-shaped with a half width of approximately one degree latitude and longitude,
respectively. There is some signiﬁcant negative part in about three degrees distance
from the maximum. The ﬁlter S is not isotropic, but exhibits about 5 almost longi-
tudinal stripes overlapping with the approximately isotropic circular structure of the
bell.
The method of decomposing P and applying 4.30 in the ocean model optimization
has a major advantage: The smoothing ﬁlter S is directly determined from the da-
ta themselves. There is no artiﬁcial ﬁltering applied with estimated ﬁlter width and
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Fig. 4.18: Impact of the error covariance on smoothing of the satellite MDT, shown
on the example of the Rifugio MDT data: (a) Rifugio MDT xdata without smoothing,
usually not shown this way, (b) Rifugio MDT smoothed by row-normalized square
root of inverse error covariance: Sxdata.
shape as for example in Knudsen et al. (2011); Jayne (2006); Bingham et al. (2008)
and others. In the standard ﬁltering procedure, a smoothing radius is guessed mostly
from visual inspection without knowing how much of the actual signal content is lost.
In the Rifugio approach, no part of the signal is lost, but in contrary evaluated in the
assimilation of the data.
Applying this decomposition however smoothes not only the MDT data, but ac-
tually the diﬀerence x = xdata − xmodel between data and model. Therefore it has to
be analysed whether
Sx = S(xdata − xmodel) = Sxdata − Sxmodel
leads to unwanted smoothing of the model MDT xmodel.
At the beginning of the optimization, the modelled MDT xmodel is the ﬁrst guess
MDT. Hence the smoothing operator is applied to the ﬁrst guess MDT and the resul-
ting diﬀerence is presented in ﬁgure 4.20. It can be seen that the smoothing operator
mainly aﬀects the boundaries of the model domain. However, the MDT error is large
along the coastlines and thus the corresponding weights are small. Therefore the coa-
stal MDT is not important in the calculation and we focus on the open ocean. Here,
diﬀerences are again largest in the high latitudes and along the Gulf Stream. The
mean diﬀerence between the smoothed and the unsmoothed ﬁrst guess MDT equals
7.4mm. The impact of smoothing or not smoothing the modelled MDT on the opti-
mization is analysed in the next section.
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Fig. 4.19: Filter S for diﬀerent locations in the North Atlantic, (a) east of Florida,
(b) west of Africa, (c) between the Caribbean and Africa, (d) directly south of Iceland.
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Fig. 4.20: Impact of the error covariance on smoothing of the ﬁrst guess: Diﬀerence
between smoothed and unsmoothed ﬁrst guess MDT
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4.3.2.3 Revising the normal equations
In the previous section, the weighting matrix P was decomposed into P = STDS.
Maintaining the original cost function term fMDT then leads to smoothing of both
the MDT data and the modelled MDT. In this section, the idea is pursued that the
smoothness information belongs to the MDT data only. It is analysed whether in-
terpreting x˜data = Sxdata as the new data set is consistent with the geodetic normal
equations. Furthermore, applying the smoothness operator S to xdata but not to xmodel
will modify the cost function and therefore also change the result of the optimization.
The MDT data xdata and their respective weighting matrix P originate in the
geodetic normal equations (see section 2.4.2):
Pxdata = n
This system of equations was set up in order to solve the best ﬁt problem of
Axdata = l + v, with Σ (4.31)
where l are the actual satellite observations with errors v. The covariance for v is
known and given by Σ. The system matrix A does not need to be quadratic, and
equations (4.31) are solved by a least-squares ﬁt:
A
TΣ−1A︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:P
xdata = A
TΣ−1l︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:n
P xdata = n
An identity matrix I = S−1S is now inserted into equation (4.31):
AS
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A˜
Sxdata︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:x˜data
= l+ v, with Σ (4.32)
and the resulting system is solved:
A˜x˜data = l + v, with Σ (4.33)
As above, this leads to
A˜
TΣ−1A˜x˜data = A˜
TΣ−1l
Replacing A˜ = AS−1 again gives:
S
−T
A
TΣ−1A︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P
S
−1x˜data = S
−T
A
TΣ−1l =: n˜
Remembering the decomposition P = STDS and inserting it into the previous equation
results in
S
−T
PS
−1x˜data = n˜
S
−T
S
T
DSS
−1x˜data = n˜
Dx˜data = n˜
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We now solve for the new MDT data x˜data with the new weighting matrix D. Therefore
the geodetic normal equations are consistent with the new interpretation of the MDT
data x˜data = Sxdata if D is used as weighting matrix in the cost function term:
f˜MDT = (x˜data − xmodel)TD(x˜data − xmodel) (4.34)
The new cost function, including the term f˜MDT was used for the computation
of two more optimization results. First, the same weighting factor as before, α = 7,
was applied. The resulting Meridional Overturning Circulation and the meridional
heat transports are given in ﬁgure 4.21. On the Southern boundary, the overturning
circulation is too strong, probably resulting from an inconsistency with the prescribed
boundary condition as in Richter (2010).
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Fig. 4.21: Selected oceanographic features of RifCov3-7 solution: (a) Meridional Over-
turning Circulation for solution RifCov3-7, (b) Heat transports for RifCov3-7 solution
in comparison with heat transports of Rif05 solution.
However, a new cost function needs a new determination of the weighting factor α.
Thus the MPV approach (section 4.2.1.4) was employed again and provides the new
weighting factor α = 45 at the point of minimum penalty variance (see ﬁgure 4.22).
The results of these two model runs are called RifCov3-7 and RifCov3-45, respectively.
An overview of the IFEOM solutions RifCov1 to RifCov3 is given in table 4.6.
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Fig. 4.22: Penalty variance normalized by overall cost in dependence of weighting
factor α for the new cost function including f˜MDT.
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Rif05 RifCov1 RifCov2 RifCov3
weighting matrix P 1diag(COV) diag(P) D = S
−TPS−1
mean diagonal weight [m−2] 1238.9 165.34 1238.9 5269.6
mean MDT variance [m2] 0.002 0.0080 0.002 0.00079
mean MDT standard dev. [m] 0.0355 0.0844 0.0355 0.0191
smoothing of MDT error none none data
Table 4.6: Comparison of the IFEOM model solutions RifCov1, RifCov2 and RifCov3
with Rif05.2
The solution RifCov3-45 is presented in ﬁgure 4.23. In comparison to the Rif05
solution, the Gulf Stream is shifted northwards (see ﬁgure 4.23a). The Meridional
Overturning Circulation (ﬁgure 4.23c) is signiﬁcantly weaker at low latitudes which
underlines the its maximum between 40◦N and 45◦N. This modiﬁcation in the result
enhances agreement with other authors (Wunsch, 2002; Köhl and Stammer, 2008;
Griﬃes et al., 2009). This change is also reﬂected in the heat transports (ﬁgure 4.23d).
With the weighting factor α = 45, heat transports are smaller at low latitudes, but
almost unchanged at high latitudes.
A comparison of heat transports of the solutions Rif05, RifCov3-7 and RifCov3-45
with the First guess is shown in ﬁgure 4.24. In terms of meridional heat transports,
the solution RifCov3-45 is the smoothest IFEOM solution that includes MDT data.
From 7◦N to 40◦N, the RifCov3-45 heat transports are higher than the First guess
estimates, but smaller than the other IFEOM solutions. At higher latitudes, they re-
semble the RifCov3-7 estimates which are smaller than the First guess and the Rif05
estimate between 40◦N and 60◦N and which are higher than the First guess estimates
from 60◦N northwards.
In ﬁgure 4.25, the diﬀerent solutions are compared to heat transport estimates
of other authors. At low and mid-latitudes, the RifCov3-45 heat transport estimates
are lower than those of RifCov3-7. In particular at 11◦N-14.5◦N, the RifCov3-45 esti-
mate is too small. All IFEOM solutions show good agreement with other estimates at
24◦N-25◦N. At 36◦N, the RifCov3-45 estimate shows the best agreement of all IFEOM
solutions with other estimates. At high latitudes, estimates of RifCov3-45 are higher
than those of RifCov3-7, but still smaller than the Rif05 estimates. At 55◦N-60◦N
however, all IFEOM estimates are too large. Because the heat transport estimates
of other authors show a large spread and partly also large error bars, no statement
can be made about superiority of one of the solutions over another by this comparison.
Altogether, the RifCov3-45 solution seems to be the best IFEOM result within
this study, partly because of the smoothest heat transports, but primarily because of
the improved representation of the Meridional Overturning Circulation.
2For illustration, the weighting matrix of the RifCov1 solution is written in a non-mathematical
way. This weighting matrix is obtained from inverting the variances (diagonal of the covariance
matrix) after the off-diagonals of the covariance matrix have been set to zero.
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Fig. 4.23: Selected oceanographic features of RifCov3-45 solution: (a) MDT diﬀerence
between RifCov3-45, and Rif05 solution, (b) Barotropic stream function of solution
RifCov3-45, contour interval 2 Sv, (c) Meridional Overturning Circulation for solution
RifCov3-45, (d) Meridional heat transports for RifCov3-45 solution.
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Fig. 4.24: Meridional heat transports.
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Fig. 4.25: Heat transports across diﬀerent latitudinal sections and comparison to
other estimates: (a) Heat transports across 7◦N-8◦N, (b) Heat transports across 11◦N-
14.5◦N, (c) Heat transports across 24◦N-25◦N, (d) Heat transports across 36◦N,
(e) Heat transports across 47◦N-48◦N, (f) Heat transports across 55◦N-60◦N.
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4.3.2.4 Shrinking the covariance matrix - an analogy to portfolio optimi-
zation
As the inverse covariance or weight matrix can be directly taken from the normal
equations’ coeﬃcients, it suggests that the covariance matrix and its inverse are well
known. It becomes obvious in section 4.2.3 that this assumption is not true. Both
omission error models used in the approach Rif01 and Rif02 are equally possible just
considering the available data. Only by inspection of the resulting model output, a
decision is made which approach is to be preferred. So the covariance is at most
determined up to an omission error model. The impact of this error model on the co-
variance and its inverse is large: The mean diagonal weight used in the Rif01 solution
amounts to 45.8m−2, the one used in the Rif02 solution 2387.3m−2. Therefore, the
error covariance description itself is not free from uncertainty.
A similar situation occurs in ﬁnancial theory, when the best composition of port-
folios is determined by an optimization. In this case, the covariance matrix of stock
returns is required, but hardly known. The standard method is to compute a sample
covariance matrix with an extreme amount of error due to insuﬃcient data (Ledoit
and Wolf, 2004). One approach for reducing the estimation error of the sample cova-
riance matrix is weighted averaging with a covariance matrix estimator with a lot of
structure imposed (Disatnik and Benninga, 2007). This so-called “shrinking target”
matrix decreases the estimation error but creates a speciﬁcation error. Therefore, the
situation is a trade-oﬀ and the best proportion of the two components is again found
by an optimization. The oﬀ-diagonal elements of the shrinkage estimator are usually
moderated (“shrunk”) compared to the typically large oﬀ-diagonal elements of the
sample covariance matrix. The variance elements in the diagonal are kept untouched
(Disatnik and Benninga, 2007).
The “constant correlation” shrinking target proposed in Ledoit and Wolf (2004)
is applied to the Rifugio covariance matrix. The target T has the same variances as
the covariance matrix COV and very small oﬀ-diagonals. The mean diagonal of the
inverse of T is 165.6m−2 which is very close to the diagonal covariance used in the
RifCov1 model run. The mean diagonal weight of the inverted weighted average is
given in ﬁgure 4.26. It remains to determine the “shrinkage constant” δ for the cal-
culation of the weighted average COVshrink = δT + (1 − δ)COV. A formula for the
optimal shrinkage constant δ⋆ is given in Ledoit and Wolf (2004). For the Rifugio
covariance, a similar constant was determined in section 4.2.1: the weighting factor
α, describing the trade-oﬀ between the given covariance matrix and the zero matrix.
Various other methods exist in ﬁnance theory for improving the poorly known
covariance matrix (Disatnik and Benninga, 2007). Similar diﬃculties with the co-
variance matrices also arise in data assimilation problems using Ensemble Kalman
Filters (EnKF) (e.g. Greybush et al., 2011; Hamill et al., 2001). A comparison of the-
se methods exceeds the scope of this study, but will be done in the near future. The
diﬀerent ﬁelds of work will most likely beneﬁt from more research on the connection
between them.
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Fig. 4.26: Mean diagonal weight of the inverse of COVshrink. From left to right, the
shrinking constant δ is decreased linearly from 1 to 0.
4.3.2.5 Summary: Impact of the covariance
The main impact of the oﬀ-diagonal terms in the covariance matrix is the increase of
diagonal weights in the inverse covariance (weight) matrix. As explained in section
4.3.2.1, this is not expected theoretically. A possible explanation may be an unusual
ratio of variances and covariances.
The error covariance matrix contains some smoothness information for the MDT
data as presented in ﬁgures 4.18 and 4.20. It is shown that this information can be
extracted from the covariance matrix and be applied to the data directly. In this case,
the smoothed MDT data is to be compared with the modelled MDT by means of a
modiﬁed (inverse) error covariance matrix.
When decomposing the error covariance matrix and smoothing the MDT data by
a part of it, one has to be aware of the origin of this information about data and error.
It was shown that for consistency with the normal equations, the modiﬁed weighting
matrix D has to be used instead of P = STDS.
The cost function is changed by this procedure, and thus a new weighting factor α
has to be determined. By the MPV approach (section 4.2.1.4), α = 45 is obtained.
The ﬁnal solution, RifCov3-45, shows a signiﬁcantly improved Meridional Over-
turning Circulation. No inconsistency can be observed on the Southern Boundary
any longer, and meridional heat transports are the smoothest of all IFEOM solutions.
Therefore, the results of this study suggest that a decomposition of the Rifugio inverse
error covariance matrix is advantageous.
Uncertainties concerning the plausibility of the covariance matrix are not restric-
ted to optimization in oceanography and geodesy (section 4.3.2.4). An example from
ﬁnancial optimization theory was presented in this section. Thus for further progress
in this area of research, interdisciplinary cooperation should be launched.
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4.3.3 Comparison to CLS09 MDT
A validation of our new MDT data sets Rifugio (satellite-only), Rif05 and RifCov3-45
(combined with ocean model IFEOM) is called for. This is not straightforward because
• The satellite GOCE delivers data of unprecedented accuracy (Steiger et al.,
2010; Pail et al., 2010). Probably this data contains signals that could not be
observed before and might deviate signiﬁcantly from previous datasets. Com-
parison will reveal this but will not provide evaluation.
• The unsmoothed Rifugio MDT is the ﬁrst unsmoothed MDT that was compu-
ted without any prior oceanographic information (Becker et al., 2012). On the
contrary, almost all previously published MDT data sets contain hydrographic
information. Any comparison has to take this diﬀerence into account.
• The Rifugio approach is the ﬁrst method to compute a MDT without any extra
ﬁltering (Becker et al., 2012). All previously published MDT data sets contain
speciﬁc artiﬁcial smoothness information. It is not clear which MDT (smoothed
by a ﬁlter of a speciﬁed radius) the Rifugio MDT should be compared with.
• The Rifugio and Rif05 MDTs combine new data (GOCE) with a new method
(Rifugio approach, section 2.4.2). Any diﬀerence to previous MDT data sets can
possibly not be attributed clearly to one of the two new inputs.
The CNES-CLS09_v1.1 MDT is chosen for a comparison because it is a recent
product and easily available. MDT_CNES-CLS09 was produced by CLS Space Oceano-
graphy Division and distributed by Aviso, with support from Cnes
(http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/). CNES-CLS09 incorporates 15 years of drif-
ting buoy and CTD (conductivity-temperature-depth) data. An “optimal ﬁltering”
approach was utilised for data smoothing (Rio et al., 2011). This MDT is called
“CLS09 MDT” in the following and is shown in ﬁgure 4.27d for the region of interest.
The formal error estimate for the CLS09 MDT is computed by multivariate objec-
tive analysis (Rio et al., 2011) and is shown in ﬁgure 4.28a. The smallness of the errors
can be explained by the large amount of very accurate in-situ hydrographic data used.
For comparing the MDTs, an error description of the Rifugio, Rif05 and RifCov3-45
MDT is also required. The most pessimistic viewpoint is chosen, employing the largest
error estimate available. Thus the diagonal of the original Rifugio covariance matrix
that was used in the Rif05 model run is now employed as Rifugio MDT error (see
table 4.6). The sum of both, the CLS09 error and the Rifugio error, is depicted in
ﬁgure 4.28b.
First the smoothed Rifugio MDT shown in ﬁgure 4.27a is compared to CLS09 (see
ﬁgures 4.29a and 4.29b). The Rifugio MDT diﬀers from the CLS09 MDT to a much
larger extent than the respective sum of errors allows. Apart from coastal regions,
the largest diﬀerences are found in the Gulf Stream/ North Atlantic Current area. At
some places in this area, the Rifugio MDT is up to several tens of centimeters lower
than the CLS09 MDT. This is due to the MDT gradients along the ocean currents
being much sharper in the Rifugio MDT where the CLS09 MDT shows a rather broad
current (ﬁgure 4.27d). Presumably the sharper oceanographic features are caused by
the small-scale geoid information of the GOCE data (CLS09 uses only GRACE data
for the geoid). The diﬀerences between the two compared MDTs are much larger than
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Fig. 4.27: MDTs for comparison: (a) Smoothed Rifugio MDT, (b) Rif05 MDT, (c)
RifCov3-45 MDT, (d) CLS09 MDT.
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Fig. 4.28: (a) CLS09 MDT error, (b) sum of CLS09 MDT error and Rifugio MDT
error.
the sum of errors shown in ﬁgure 4.28b. Figure 4.29b shows the value to which the
absolute deviation of the two compared MDTs exceeds the error. The excess amounts
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to 0.0563m on average. This means that the actual deviation is about 5.63 cm higher
than expected from the combined error estimate.
The same comparison is done with the Rif05 MDT and shown in ﬁgures 4.29c and
4.29d. Along most coastlines (Africa and America south of 30◦N, Canada, Greenland,
Islands in the GIN Seas), diﬀerences to the CLS09 MDT are decreased. This was ex-
pected as the satellite data cannot provide a good representation of the coastal areas
due to leakage eﬀects. In the open ocean, the biggest impact is observed at about
50◦W-60◦W, 37◦N-40◦N. In this region, the Rif05 MDT is closer to the CLS09 MDT
than the Rifugio MDT. This means the ocean model IFEOM supplies MDT informa-
tion similar to the CLS09 MDT. The excess of the diﬀerence of both MDTs above
the sum of errors was decreased to 1.72 cm on average. In other areas of the open
ocean, diﬀerences are only slightly smaller than in the above comparison with the
Rifugio MDT. Deviations in the Gulf Stream/ North Atlantic Current area are still
about 10 cm above the threshold given by the sum of both errors. Therefore the Rifu-
gio and Rif05 MDT are not consistent with the CLS09 estimate within speciﬁed errors.
As explained at the beginning of this section, this comparison must be treated
with caution. However, two features are striking in the diﬀerence plots: The deviati-
ons in the Gulf Stream and in the North Atlantic Current. In both regions, the CLS09
MDT is higher than our estimates. These areas are known for their strong activity
of mesoscale (and submesoscale) eddies (e.g. Richardson, 1983; Ishikawa et al., 1997;
Richardson, 1993). In-situ data from drifting buoys and Argo ﬂoats can partly capture
these dynamics and therefore the CLS09 MDT which incorporates this type of data
must diﬀer from our estimates. The satellite-only Rifugio MDT is too large scale and
the IFEOM model is too coarse for a proper representation of these physical processes.
Following the Gulf Stream in downstream direction, an abrupt increase in MDT
height can be observed in the CLS09 data at approximately 70◦W. Further eastwards,
at around 60◦W, the CLS09 MDT lowers again. Although this feature is also obvious
in the Rifugio and Rif05 MDTs, it displays a much smaller across-stream extension. In
contrast, this cannot be observed either in the RifCov3-45 solution (ﬁgure 4.27c) or in
the preliminary GOCE MDT by Knudsen et al. (2011, not shown here). These MDTs
are very homogenous following the Gulf Stream system from West to East. A possible
explanation could be the diﬀerent time spans which the compared MDTs are valid for.
The CLS09 MDT describes the period from 1993-1999 (Rio et al., 2011), while all the
Rifugio estimates use satellite data that were collected from 2001 onwards. However,
this region of the ocean is determined by meandering of the Gulf Stream and its ad-
jacent recirculations as well as shedding of eddies (references given above). Therefore,
in any case this highly energetic system is diﬃcult to represent in a steady-state model.
This becomes even more obvious in the comparison of the RifCov3-45 and the
CLS09 MDT (ﬁgures 4.29e and 4.29f. In the RifCov3-45 solution, the North Atlantic
Current is very smooth and the Mann Eddy very week. The largest diﬀerence howe-
ver is visible in the Gulf Stream area. There are two contributions to this deviation:
In the RifCov3-45 MDT, the across-stream gradient is less steep than in the CLS09
MDT and the whole current system is shifted slightly northwards. Both contributions
might be a consequence of increased smoothness in this solution.
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Fig. 4.29: Comparison of Rifugio, Rif05 and RifCov3-45 MDT with CLS09 MDT.
The left panels show the diﬀerences to the CLS09 MDT, the right ones show the
absolute diﬀerence minus the combined error estimate: (a) MDT diﬀerence: Rifugio
- CLS09, (b) MDT: |Rifugio - CLS09| - error(CLS09+Rif05), (c) MDT diﬀerence:
Rif05 - CLS09, (d) MDT: |Rif05 - CLS09| - error(CLS09+Rif05), (e) MDT diﬀerence:
RifCov3-45 - CLS09, (f) MDT: |Rif05 - CLS09| - error(CLS09+Rif05).
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.30: Sketch demonstrating how (a) a strengthened North Atlantic Current may
be the consequence of either (b) an increased Subtropical Gyre or (c) an increased
Subpolar Gyre.
The Southern tip of the Labrador Current is well represented in the Rifugio, Rif05
and RifCov3-45 MDT (ﬁgure 4.27). It is signiﬁcantly weaker in the CLS09 MDT
(ﬁgure 4.27d) and also in the GOCE estimate by Knudsen et al. (2011, not shown
here). Comparing the CLS09 MDT with its predecessor, the RIO05 MDT (Rio et al.,
2011), illustrates that improved geoid data, optimized ﬁltering and updated in-situ
data increase velocities in the Labrador Current and in its southward extension. Our
new MDT data sets continue this development. This ﬁnding is supported by Treguier
et al. (2005), who derive southward velocities in the Labrador Current down to ap-
proximately 42◦N both from WOCE drifter data and from four high-resolution ocean
models.
The Rifugio MDT and the Rif05 MDT are lower than the CLS09 MDT both in
the Gulf Stream and in the southern part of the Labrador Current (see above). This
can be attributed to a comparatively weaker Subtropical Gyre and a comparatively
stronger Subpolar Gyre, see sketch in ﬁgure 4.30. The MDT gradient along a virtual
section across the Labrador Sea (Labrador - Greenland) is increased in the Rifugio,
Rif05 and RifCov3-45 solutions compared to CLS09 as can be seen in ﬁgures 4.29a,
4.29c and 4.29e. This also supports the notion of an ampliﬁed Subpolar Gyre compa-
red to the CLS09 MDT.
In the Rif05 result, the Labrador Current shows a barotropic transport of about
40 Sv which compares well with other models (39 Sv-45 Sv for the 1/6◦ Atlantic
model (ATL6), Treguier et al., 2005) and also with observational estimates (40 Sv,
Häkkinen and Rhines, 2004). The latter two authors describe a decline in Subpolar
Gyre transport observed in the altimetry data during the 1990s. The CLS09 MDT
is representative for this time period (Rio et al., 2011). In contrast, satellite data
used in the Rifugio project were collected from 2001 onwards. Therefore the result
might indicate that the trend in the satellite data observed by Häkkinen and
Rhines (2004) has not continued to date and that the gyre strength has not been
permanently altered. However, it is strongly recommended to verify this hypothe-
sis with a high-resolution model more reliable than the coarse and stationary IFEOM.
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4.3.4 Summary and conclusions: IFEOM
The three dimensional Inverse Finite Element Ocean Model IFEOM describes the sta-
tionary circulation in the North Atlantic ocean. The diﬀerent model terms that are
adjusted to each other within the cost function are already well balanced in the ﬁrst
guess computed by Richter (2010). The deviations of the model terms and the data
terms are well within the a priori described errors. However, the ﬁrst guess circulation
displays several deﬁciencies that are described in section 4.1.4.
Step-by-step reﬁnement of the model improves the circulation estimate considera-
bly as does the assimilation of the new combined MDT data. The formal MDT error
estimate however is too small to be utilized by the IFEOM model to its full extent
of possible accuracy. Therefore it must be downweighted in the optimization process.
In section 4.2.1 diﬀerent approaches for extracting the most suitable amount of infor-
mation from the data are presented.
When the new MDT data set is assimilated in an optimal way, it provides valuable
information for the ocean model. More details of the ocean currents are revealed and
increased velocities and temperature gradients appear that had been smoothed out in
previous model runs by missing or less accurate data. The resulting MDT was com-
pared to the CLS09 MDT of Rio et al. (2011) in section 4.3.3. Severe discrepancies
were observed and investigated.
In section 4.3.2, the impact of the error covariances on the optimization was ana-
lysed. It was found that the covariances are of overall importance for smoothness and
for the mean diagonal weight in the optimization. It was shown in section 4.3.2.3
that a decomposition of the covariance matrix and subsequent reinterpretation of the
geodetic normal equations and the cost function is possible. The new cost function
requires a recomputation of the weighting factor α. The resulting optimized model
solution RifCov3-45 is the best IFEOM solution in terms of the oceanographic fea-
tures presented in ﬁgure 4.23.
Figures 4.24 and 4.25 visualize that heat transports are improved considerably in
the RifCov3-45 model result and agreement with other authors’ estimates is enhanced.
However, the strong inﬂuence of the weighting factor α is obvious.
Most improvements regarding the IFEOM model output were observed by reﬁning
the omission error model and by increasing the model resolution (sections 4.2.3 and
4.2.4). However, these steps still leave enough room for further model enhancement.
Therefore the use of a more sophisticated ocean model is suggested to fully exploit
the value of the new space-borne data in terms of precision and accuracy.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Outlook
In this study, a new estimate for the Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT) and its error
description was analysed in terms of its impact on ocean models. For the ﬁrst time,
a full error covariance matrix was available whose inverse could directly be used as
weighting matrix in the ocean model optimization.
The response of two diﬀerent steady-state inverse ocean models to the new MDT
data was analysed. Both the 2D model FEMSECT and the 3D model IFEOM are
ﬁnite element models, however for diﬀerent regions of the world ocean. The output of
each of these models in turn provided a combined satellite-ocean model MDT.
This study proved that the inverse ocean models beneﬁt from the new MDT data
set and its error covariance. It was shown that the resulting combined MDT is more
realistic than the model MDT and the observational MDT by themselves. Oceano-
graphic features such as the ocean current structure, the Meridional Overturning
Circulation and heat transports were improved by the assimilated MDT data set.
The MDT error covariance estimate is shown to be of highest importance for the
optimization.
5.1 2D model FEMSECT
The steady-state ocean model FEMSECT was applied to the WOCE SR3 hydro-
graphic section in the Southern Ocean between Tasmania and Antarctica. The two
dimensional FEMSECT model was combined with two diﬀerent MDT data sets: the
CLS09 MDT (Rio et al., 2011) and a satellite-only MDT called “SAT”. The CLS09
MDT is a combination of hydrographic, geodetic and altimetric data and serves for
comparison purposes. The satellite-only MDT SAT is purely derived from satellite
data and is complemented with basic MDT error estimates resulting from previous
work. It was shown that the error model has a big impact on the result of the model
optimization as was expected from earlier studies (Losch et al., 2002b; Losch and
Schröter, 2004). Therefore further improvement of the MDT error model is essential
for making further progress in analysing the MDT data by means of inverse ocean
models. Approaches for advancing MDT error models are presented in combination
with the ocean model IFEOM (next section).
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The SAT MDT is very noisy and diﬀers in scale from the resolution of the ocean
model grid. The combination of the SAT MDT with the FEMSECT model results in
relatively small transports of volume and heat across the section. This may be due
to eﬀects on the boundaries of the modelled section. The transports however increase
when the MDT error model is reﬁned. On the contrary, the CLS09 MDT induces
very high across-section transports which decrease when the error model is improved.
Unrealistically large transport estimates in the Southern Ocean induced by satellite
MDT data are a well known problem (Griesel et al., 2012; Losch and Schröter, 2004).
Until now it could not be explained whether this inconsistency of geodesy and ocea-
nography in the Southern Ocean is due to a potential bias in the satellite observations
or a shortcoming of our understanding of the Southern Ocean circulation. The author
suggests that the issue of the large satellite induced transports could be connected
with the MDT error model. The inﬂuence of the MDT error model on the ocean mo-
del result was shown to be remarkable. Reﬁning the MDT error model changed the
resulting transports estimates in the order of 10 Sv and 0.3PW.
The FEMSECT model reproduces a reasonable structure of the mean velocity ﬁeld
in the WOCE SR3 section between Tasmania and Antarctica with all the major fronts
and currents resolved. Nevertheless, the ﬂow ﬁeld strongly depends on the (arbitrarily
chosen) errors for the zero bottom reference velocities. The sensitivity to prior errors
of these reference velocities is a consequence of the model’s simplifying assumptions
and missing dynamics and can only be overcome introducing more complexity.
As discussed in this study, the mean bottom current structure at the WOCE SR3
section is not clear and causes controversy among oceanographers (compare Yarem-
chuk et al., 2001; Phillips and Rintoul, 2000; Losch and Schröter, 2004; Rintoul and
Sokolov, 2001). This study shows that the FEMSECT model cannot provide an ans-
wer to that problem either. The modelled FEMSECT current structure is strongly
dependent on the uncertain prior assumptions. From this study, it cannot be recom-
mended to draw conclusions about ocean velocities from models depending on the
(mostly unknown) reference velocities. The structure of the mean ocean bottom cur-
rents is clearly a topic for further research.
As a new approach, ocean surface velocities derived from ice drift and wind data
are also used to improve the outcome of the FEMSECT model. The rather simple
and heuristic ice drift model used in this study produced surprisingly good results.
Due to the regional sea ice situation, this new velocity information was only available
in the southernmost part of the model area. Nevertheless, the impact on the model
results is remarkable. Transports of volume and heat across the section are reduced
by an improved representation of the Antarctic countercurrent. Again, the accuracy
of the given data is of crucial importance. The lack of an appropriate error description
for the derived ocean surface velocities complicates their combination with models.
To the author’s knowledge, the valuable information of sea ice drift and wind data is
currently not used in inverse ocean models of this type. The results presented in this
study however suggest that this approach might be promising. Pursueing this idea
requires a thorough evaluation of data availability and reliability as well as develop-
ment of a thorough error model.
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5.2 3D model IFEOM
The three dimensional Inverse Finite Element Ocean Model IFEOM was analysed
with respect to its behaviour under assimilation of the new Rifugio MDT. The circu-
lation of the ﬁrst guess (the starting point of the model-data optimization) displayed
several deﬁciencies. The optimized IFEOM model result beneﬁted from the successi-
vely reﬁned assimilation in this study.
For an overview, the series of IFEOM model results is again presented in table
5.1. The features mentioned in the ﬁrst column are explained in detail in chapter 4
about IFEOM. The weighing matrices P1, P2, P3 and P4 were not explicitly mentio-
ned before, but used here to mark the predecessors of the Rif05 weighting matrix P.
Being the most mature solutions, only the Rif05 solution and the RifCov3-45 solution
were analysed further.
The new MDT data set provides valuable information for the ocean model. The
combination of ocean model and MDT data reveals a more detailed structure of
the ocean currents as well as increased velocities and increased temperature gradi-
ents. Transports of volume and heat are increased and agreement with other authors’
estimates is advanced. The representation of the MOC is also improved. This de-
monstrates the good quality of the MDT data and its usefulness for improving the
inverse ocean model IFEOM. Combining ocean models and MDT data is one way of
improving our knowledge about the ocean circulation.
The resulting Rif05 MDT and the CLS09 MDT of Rio et al. (2011) were compa-
red. Large diﬀerences were revealed and discussed. In this context, it turned out that
the ocean model component contributes to an improved representation in the coastal
areas. Satellite data in the vicinity of coastlines are contaminated by the inﬂuence
of the land nearby. Estimated errors are large for satellite MDT close to coastlines,
therefore the corresponding weights in the optimization are small. Hence the inﬂuence
of the MDT data on the result of the optimization is small compared to the inﬂuence
of the ocean model. In the open ocean, the resulting Rif05 MDT agrees better than
the Rifugio MDT with the CLS09 MDT in the area of the Gulf Stream extension at
approximately 50◦W-60◦W, 37◦N-40◦N due to the combination with IFEOM.
The solutions of the inverse model IFEOM depend to a large degree, if not pri-
marily, on the error description of the assimilated data. The Rifugio error estimate is
too small to be utilized by the IFEOM model to its full extent of possible accuracy.
Therefore, a downweighting of the MDT data set was necessary and several methods
were proposed and compared in this study.
The impact of the error covariances on the optimization was analysed in detail. It
was found that the covariances are of overall importance as they do not only aﬀect the
smoothness of the data set, but also the diagonal weights. The data were downweigh-
ted in the optimization to compensate for too large diagonal weights. The IFEOM
model was only inﬂuenced by these large diagonal weights and did not react to the
mixed terms in the cost function created by the oﬀ-diagonal weights. This suggests
that the ratio of variances and covariances in the variance-covariance matrix needs to
be revised.
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Table 5.1: Overview of IFEOM model solutions Rif01, Rif02, Rif03, Rif04, Rif05,
RifCov1, RifCov2 and RifCov3.1
1For illustration, the weighting matrix of the RifCov1 solution is written in a non-mathematical
way. This weighting matrix is obtained from inverting the variances (diagonal of the covariance
matrix) after the off-diagonals of the covariance matrix have been set to zero.
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The prior assumptions about the structure of the MDT error model have a large
impact on the MDT error covariance and thus on the result of the ocean model. In-
formation about the MDT data itself is reﬂected in the error description. Diﬀerent
interpretations of the Rifugio data-error structure were proposed and used within the
optimization of the ocean model IFEOM. The resulting solution RifCov3-45 is the
best IFEOM solution in terms of Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) and
heat transports. In this model run, the smoothness information included in the co-
variance was not applied to the MDT error but to the MDT data themselves. This
approach is unique and no references were found for a potential comparison. The
author currently plans to conduct several toy experiments to further investigate the
general validity, applicability and utility of this approach.
In order to fully exploit the value of the new space-borne data in terms of preci-
sion and accuracy, the use of a more sophisticated ocean model is suggested. Time-
dependent models with ﬁner resolution such as ECCO-GODAE (Evangelinos et al.,
2006) should more likely be able to take advantage of the new wealth of information
in the MDT data. Therefore, however, consistent information about the MDT and
sea surface height anomalies is required. The author assumes that this is the right
path, because this study showed that not all aspects of the ocean circulation can be
accurately described by steady-state models.
5.3 Mean Dynamic Topography
Three MDT data sets were computed in this study: the smoothed satellite-only Rifu-
gio MDT, the combined Rif05 MDT and the combined RifCov3-45 MDT (see ﬁgure
4.27). Both the Rif05 MDT and the RifCov3-45 MDT are a combination of the Rifu-
gio MDT and the ocean model IFEOM. The Rifugio approach was ﬁrst described in
Becker et al. (2012).
One of the advantages of the Rifugio MDT is the availability of a full error co-
variance description (Becker et al., 2012). A full invertible error covariance matrix
is required for a consistent assimilation into ocean models such as FEMSECT and
IFEOM. In Becker et al. (2012), a full error covariance matrix for the MDT was
computed for the ﬁrst time. Nevertheless, as already mentioned above, the ratio of
variances and covariances has to be revised when the inverse error covariance matrix
is to be used in an inverse ocean model.
The Rifugio MDT was developed for the single purpose of ocean model assimi-
lation (Becker et al., 2012). The unsmoothed Rifugio MDT is very noisy, see ﬁgure
4.18a. It has been shown that the error covariance matrix can be decomposed such
that a smoothing operator is applied to the MDT before the assimilation. This ap-
proach is shown to be consistent with the geodetic normal equations and provides a
smoothed Rifugio MDT. Removing the smoothness information from the inverse error
covariance matrix and direct application to the MDT data has noticeable impact on
the result of the optimization. The results of this study suggest to apply the available
smoothness or ﬁltering information to the data directly rather than to store it in the
error covariance description. This is true for the purpose of weighted optimization,
but also for understanding and presenting the structure of the data.
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thousand miles away, I’d still swim.
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The resulting MDT data sets were compared to the CLS09 MDT (Rio et al.,
2011). It was found that the new MDT data sets are not consistent with the CLS09
MDT within errorbars. Largest diﬀerences of more than 20 cm were observed in the
Gulf Stream and in the southern tip of the Labrador Current. In the Rifugio MDT
and in the Rif05 MDT, the gradients are sharper than in the CLS09 MDT. This is
presumably due to the GOCE data used in these data sets. The MDTs estimated in
this study show a stronger Subpolar Gyre than the CLS09 MDT.
A decline of the Subpolar Gyre was described by Häkkinen and Rhines (2004) for
the decade preceeding the satellite observations used in this work. As the Subpolar
Gyre is comparatively strong in the Rifugio and Rif05 MDT, this trend is not con-
ﬁrmed by this study.
5.4 Conclusions
Both the ocean models FEMSECT and IFEOM beneﬁt from the new satellite MDT
estimates. In return, also the satellite MDT estimates are improved by the ocean
models. The resulting combined MDT data sets are shown to be superior to the ﬁrst
guess model MDT as well as to the satellite MDTs in terms of selected oceanographic
features. Improvements, however, remain below those expected from the high preci-
sion and accuracy of the new satellite gravity ﬁeld data (e.g. Rummel and Gruber,
2010).
The availability of a full error covariance matrix is of unprecedented beneﬁt for
the ocean model optimization. The ocean model optimization strongly depends on the
estimate of the inverse MDT error covariance matrix that is used as weighting matrix
in the optimization. This estimate, however, is only to a certain extent determined by
observations and modelling assumptions about the error covariance structure must
be introduced. First steps in this direction were undertaken by Becker (2009, pers.
comm.) and the eﬀect was analysed in this study. However, further research on the
MDT error covariance structure and its statistical properties is required to exploit
the satellite MDT information in an optimal way within the assimilation procedure.
The author believes that this is one of the ﬁrst issues that have to be addressed for
making further progress.
Although a complete MDT error estimate was available, it could not be used in
the ocean model optimization without the introduction of an additional weighting
factor. The author suggests that this is due to an inaccurate ratio of variances and
covariances in the variance-covariance matrix. Diﬀerent strategies for the determina-
tion of the weighting factor are proposed in this study, and the minimum penalty
variance (MPV) approach was shown to be the most successful for the ocean model
IFEOM. Further research has to reveal whether the MPV approach is an appropriate
method in general for inverse data assimilation problems.
A new way of interpreting the error covariance information was proposed in this
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study, and the resulting model solution, RifCov3-45, is promising. It still has to be
investigated whether this approach is appropriate in general or only in this speciﬁc
isolated case. This topic is directly linked with the weighting process within the op-
timization. Clariﬁcation of this complex issue will generally improve the combination
of models and observations, not only in ocean modelling. Further interdisciplinary
research will be an advantage and come to the fore in the future.
When presence of sea ice impedes altimetric measurements, obtaining ocean sur-
face velocities by sea ice drift assimilation represents a possible alternative. Apart
from the sea-ice drift data used in this study (Fowler, 2003), a more accurate ap-
proach for estimating sea-ice motion from SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) images
has been developed recently (Hollands and Dierking, 2011). For studies in high latitu-
des, a combination of these approaches will be beneﬁcial and thus should be promoted.
As MDT calculation proﬁts greatly by new geoid data from the satellites GRACE
and GOCE, there is high interest in new gravity ﬁeld missions in Germany (Müller
et al., 2009). Possibilities for an increase of precision and accuracy are listed by Rum-
mel (2003). These include e.g. performance of the sensor system, satellite altitude and
the design of complementary space missions for the separation of individual contri-
butions and for comprehensive modelling.
However, more accurate data alone is not suﬃcient to improve the results of
inverse models as was shown also in this work. The long lists of publications that
arose from the GRACE and GOCE missions (http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/
publications/citation.html and http://www.goce-projektbuero.de/7777--
~goce~Projektbuero~papers~Literaturverzeichnis.html) demonstrate that
beneﬁt can be drawn from improved data sets only in combination with further im-
provement of processing and interpretation methods. This is conﬁrmed in this study,
as the results suggest that much valuable information is contained in the satellite
MDT data and its error description. However, the evaluation of the new data still
needs to be advanced. In this study, the choice of the weighting factors in the optimi-
zation, the smoothing introduced with the RifCov3-45 approach and the statistical
models for MDT error estimation were investigated. In this way, the Rifugio ap-
proach aims at making a small contribution to a consistent evaluation of the new data.
As the variety and amount of diﬀerent data sets and the diversity of available ocean
models increase, another point will become more important: Data and model need to
match. It was shown in the case of the FEMSECT model that resolution of model and
data have to agree. In the IFEOM model, the data had to be downweighted because
the model could not incorporate data of this relatively high accuracy. Therefore, to
the same extent as satellites are engineered, measuring techniques are developed and
the processing of data is improved, also ocean models have to mature. As an example,
the dependency of the FEMSECT model on prescribed (though mostly unknown)
bottom velocities was mentioned. Both ocean models used in this study, FEMSECT
and IFEOM, are steady-state models. This is a strong limitation for the description
of ocean dynamics. Therefore, time-dependent estimation should be preferred as it
is done e.g. by Janjić et al. (2012), however with a diﬀerent approach and focus.
Several other issues to be investigated and improved in the future include resolution
both in time and space, resolving versus parametrizing physical processes, boundary
conditions and coupling to diﬀerent Earth system components.
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Appendix G
Geodesy
G.1 Spherical harmonics
The gravity ﬁeld outside the solid Earth can be represented as a solution of Laplace’s
diﬀerential equation ∆V = 0 for the gravity potential V .
For a convenient representation of the solution, Legendre functions are introduced
(National Research Council, 1998):
Pℓm(x) =
(1− x2)m2
2ℓℓ!
dℓ+m
dxℓ+m
(x2 − 1)ℓ, 0 ≤ m ≤ ℓ. (G.1)
The Legendre functions are normalized by constants
Aℓ0 =
1
2ℓ+ 1
and Aℓm =
1
2(2ℓ+ 1)
(ℓ +m)!
(ℓ −m)! : P¯ℓm = A
− 1
2
ℓm Pℓm.
The geodetically normalized surface spherical harmonics of degree l and order m
can now be deﬁned as
{Y cℓm, Y sℓm}ℓ,m =
{
P¯ℓm(cos(θ)) cos(mφ), P¯ℓm(cos(θ)) sin(mφ)
}
ℓ,m
0 ≤ m ≤ ℓ.
(G.2)
This set of functions {Y cℓm, Y sℓm}ℓ,m is orthonormal and complete on the surface of
a sphere.
For order m = 0, the spherical harmonics Y cℓm are independent of longitude φ and
therefore they are named zonal spherical harmonics. In 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, there are ℓ zero
crossings. For m 6= 0, the number of zero crossings in 0 < θ < π is reduced to ℓ−m.
These spherical harmonic functions are dependent of longitude φ via sin(mφ) and
cos(mφ) and are called tesseral spherical harmonics. For m = ℓ, the dependency on
θ vanishes and sectoral spherical harmonics are obtained. See e.g. Torge (2003) for
illustration of the geometry.
i
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G.2 Kaulas rule of thumb
William M. Kaula developed an empirical formula for the decrease of the spherical
harmonic coeﬃcients with increasing degree (Kaula, 1966). The degree variances for
degree ℓ given by
σ2ℓ = 10
−10 2ℓ+ 1
ℓ4
(G.3)
describe the signal content per degree of the gravity potential (of the 2ℓ+1 spherical
harmonic coeﬃcients for degree ℓ). Therefore the standard deviation for a coeﬃcient
m of degree ℓ follows as:
σℓm =
√
σ2ℓ
2ℓ+ 1
=
√
10−10
ℓ4
=
10−5
ℓ2.
(G.4)
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Appendix N
Numerics
N.1 Optimization algorithm
The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method (basics to be found e.g. in
Broyden, 1970) one of the most famous and most eﬃcient quasi-Newton algorithms
for solving nonlinear unconstrained optimization problems (Dai, 2002). A stationary
point of a function where the gradient is zero is sought. The method assumes that the
function can be locally approximated as a quadratic function in the region around the
optimum, and uses the ﬁrst and second derivatives to ﬁnd the stationary point. The
Hessian matrix of second derivatives of the function to be minimized does not need to
be computed. The Hessian is updated by analysing successive gradient vectors instead.
When f(x) denotes the objective function to be minimized, the following steps
are repeated from k = 0, an initial guess x0 and an approximate Hessian matrix B0
(Nocedal and Wright, 2006):
• Obtain a direction pk by solving: Bkpk = −∇f(xk).
• Perform a line search to ﬁnd an acceptable stepsize αk in the direction pk, then
update xk+1 = xk + αkpk.
• Set ∆xk = αkpk and ∆gk = ∇f(xk+1)−∇f(xk).
• Update the approximate Hessian Bk+1 = Bk + ∆gk∆g
T
k
∆gT
k
∆xk
− Bk∆xk∆xTk Bk
∆xT
k
Bk∆xk.
The BFGS update is reasonably robust when the line searches are sloppy, however,
the algorithm usually does not converge for nonquadratic problems (Chong and Żak,
2001).
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N.2 Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
The pseudoinverse A+ of a matrix A is a generalization of the inverse matrix and is
used in several computational situations when an inverse is required but not existing
(see e.g. Golub and Van Loan, 1996). The pseudoinverse is deﬁned and unique for all
matrices whose entries are real or complex numbers. The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
was ﬁrst described by E.H. Moore, A. Bjerhammar and R. Penrose and is deﬁned by
the following properties:
• AA+A = A
• A+AA+ = A+
• (AA+)∗ = AA+ and
• (A+A)∗ = A+A, where A∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of A.
The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse can be computed using the singular value de-
composition (SVD): If A = UΣV∗ is the singular value decomposition of A, then
A+ = VΣ+U∗. For calculating the pseudoinverse Σ+ of the diagonal matrix Σ, the
reciprocal of each non-zero element on the diagonal is taken, leaving the zeros un-
changed, and transposing the resulting matrix. In numerical computation, only sin-
gular values larger than some small tolerance are taken to be nonzero, and the others
are replaced by zeros.
N.3 Formal error computation
When a quadratic cost function is used for optimization of the model (as in FEMSECT
or IFEOM), the matrix of second derivatives of this quadratic function, the Hessian
matrix, is of particular importance. It can be interpreted as the inverse of the error
covariance matrix of the control parameters (Thacker, 1989). For any linear function
v of the control parameters x:
v = LTx,
the error covariance of v can be obtained from the Hessian matrix H as:
cov(v) = LTH−1L.
In the FEMSECT model, this method is used for the computation of linearized pos-
terior volume and heat transport errors. In the IFEOM model, the computation of
the Hessian is not implemented yet, let alone its inversion.
iv
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